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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This study proposes to examine the historical
development of the Far Northwest Counselling Center
which prior to its establishment in the community was
the outpatient program at Chicago-Read Mental Health
Center, Chicago, Illinois.

The Center began operating

as a community mental health center in June of 1976 as
a result of the transfer of its operation from the
Illinois Department of Mental Health to Lutheran Social
Services of Illinois.

No longer located on the grounds

of a State Hospital but in its own free-standing building
on a commercial street in a residential neighborhood,
the Center has been operating as the mental health center
of the community for a period of four years.
The purpose of this examination will be to review
significant components in that historical development as
a community mental health center.

It is hoped that this

investigation will provide insight into the problems
facing a developing mental health center as well as some
of the remedies to those problems.

The thesis of this

study may be stated in the following question:

"What were

the significant components of the historical development
1

2

of the Far Northwest Counselling Center as a community
mental health center?"
This thesis suggests the following subtheses:
1.

What preliminary factors led to the plan for

establishment of a community mental health center for
this particular community?
2.

How was the plan for establishment of a

community mental health center implemented?
3.

Once the Center was established in the

community, what was the experience of the Center in the
following key areas:
a} client oriented factors;
b) program oriented factors;
c) community oriented factors.
4.

What were the significant components of the

historical development of the Far Northwest Counselling
Center as a community mental health center?
Questions 1 and 2 deal with the years preceding
the ·center's establishment in the community in 1976,
especially fiscal years 1975 and 1976.
will be dealt with in Chapter III.

These questions

Question 3 deals with

the years of the community operation of the Center,
fiscal years 1977 through 1980.
subject of Chapter IV.

This question is the

Chapter V deals with question 4.

As a result of the passage of Public Law 88-164,
"The Mental Retardation Facilities and Community Mental

3
Ill the concept of community
Health Centers Construction Act,
mental health in the United States began to be an operational reality.

Since 1963, books, reports, task forces,

and symposia have chronicled the gradual development of
community mental health centers throughout America.

A

dramatic change in public attitudes toward mental illness
has taken place in the past fourteen years since the
passage of Public Law 88-164.

2

To fully appreciate its

impact, one must first examine its historical antecedents
as found in the literature.
Review of Literature
Within the general field of psychiatry, community
psychiatry is a relatively new developrnent.

3

As its name

indicates, this branch o.f psychiatry is concerned with the
relationship between the patient and his community.
Further, it aims at the utilization of community resources
in the identification, treatment, and rehabilitation of
the mentally ill or mentally retarded.

Specialists within

community psychiatry belong to one of the psychiatric
1

Public Law 88-164. Title II - Regulations.
Community Mental Health Centers Act of 1963. Federal
Register, 1964.
2
3

Ibid.

Goldenson, Robert M. The Encyclopedia of Human
Behavior (New York: Doubleday and Company, Inc. 1970),
p. 237.

4

professions--psychiatry, clinical psychology, psychiatric
social work, or psychiatric nursing.
Historically, community psychiatry has its origins
in the Mental Hygiene Movement (1908) founded by Clifford
Beers.

4

The Mental Hygiene Movement resulted in the

establishment of the National Committee for Mental Hygiene
(1909), later to evolve into the present-day National
Association for Mental Health.

5

Collaborating with this

movement, the National Mental Health Foundation and the
Psychiatric Foundation brought the federal government
into the area of mental health through the passage of
the National Mental Health Act of 1946 and the creation
of the

~ational

Institute of Mental Health.

6

This general historical survey gives a picture
of the national awakening concerning mental health
issues.

More importantly, for the purpose of the present

study, it provides the background for understanding the
significance of the community mental health as a movement
and as a concept.

As a result of the historical develop-

ments described above, the Joint Commission on Mental
Illness and Health was created by Congress in 1955 to
determine the mental health needs of America and to make
4 Goldenson, The Encyc. of Human Behavior, p. 147.
5
6

Ibid., p. 859.
Ibid., p. 858.

5

concrete recommendations to meet those needs. 7

The

recommendations of this Commission formed the basis for
President Kennedy's historic message to Congress of
February 5, 1963, asking for "a bold new approach" to
the problems of mental illness and mental retardation. 8
This message of President Kennedy resulted in
legislative action by the Congress in the passage of
community Mental Health Centers Act of 1963. 9 With the
passage and implementation of this Act in succeeding
years, the terms "community psychiatry" and "community
mental health" have become increasingly synonymous in
common usage in the United States.

Before proceeding

further with an assessment of the existing literature
related to the present study, an amplification of this
identity between the two terms will help focus the discuss ion.
In "A Psychiatric Glossary" edited by the American
Psychiatric Association, community psychiatry is defined
as follows:
That branch of psychiatry concerned with the provision
and delivery of a coordinated program of mental health
care to a specified population (usually all residents
of a designated geographical area termed the catchment
area) . Implicit in the concept of community psychiatry
is acceptance of continuing responsibility for all the
7 Ibid. , p • 6 50 •
8u. S. President, Message "Mental Illness and Mental
Retardation" H.R. Document No. 58, 1963.
9 Public Law, Title II - Regulations, p. 1.

6

mental health needs of the community--diagnosis,
treatment, rehabilitation (tertiary prevention) and
aftercare, and equally important, early case-finding
(secondary prevention), and promoting mental health
and preventing psychosocial disorders (primary prevention) • The organizational nucleus for such services is typically the community Mental Health Center.
The body of knowledge and theory on which the methods
and techniques of community psychiatry are based is
often called social psychiatry.lO
In analyzing this definition of community
psychiatry, three elements stand out as significant:
1.

Geographic delineated population to be served, 2.

A

range of services geared to increasingly acute problems,
and 3.

An organization for the delivery of services.

Clearly, community psychiatry is a problem-oriented,
pragmatic approach to mental illness utilizing community
organizational theory in its implementation.
Contrasting this analysis with the field of
community mental health, one finds virtual identity between
the terms community psychiatry and community mental health.
With the passage of Community Mental Health Centers Act

-

of 1963 by Congress, this identity of terms was made
operational in the wording of the Act itself.

11

The Act

clearly shifted emphasis away from the providers of services to the type of services to be provided and the way
10 Amer~can
·
'
Assoc~at~on,
.
'
A P syc h'~atr~c
.
Psyc h'~atr~c
Glossary (Washington, D.C.: Publications Office, 1969),
p. 20.

11

Public Law, Title II - Regulations, p. 1.

7

in which services were to be provided.

This emphasis

is very pronounced in the U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare literature which explains the
intent and requirements of the Act.

In the Department's

"Fact Sheet on Comprehensive Community Mental Health
Centers Programs" it asks and answers the following questions which illustrate this accent on the type and locus
of services.
1.

What Is A Community Mental Health Center?
A Center is not necessarily a new or a separate
building. It may be a wing added to a general
hospital or to a clinic, or to another mental
health facility in ~~e community.
Basically, the Mental Health Center is a
program of mental health services in the
community, in one or more facilities, under
a unified system of care.

2.

What does a Community Mental Health Center do?
The Center assembles a variety of services
within a geographic area for treatment of
the mentally ill and the prevention of mental
illnesses.

3.

What is the purpose of a CoiP.muni ty Mental
Health Center?
The purpose of the Center program is to provide
a range of coordinated mental health services
in the community. Through the Center's program,
a patient will find the type of care he needs
when he needs it, as close to his home as
possible. Through the Center's program, the
community also strengthens its resources for
prevention of mental illness.

4.

What are the essential services?
To qualify for federal funds, a Center must
provide at least five essential services:

8

A.

Inpatient Care. This unit offers treatment
to patients needing 24-hour care.

B.

Out-patient Care. This unit offers treatment
programs for adults, children, and families.

c.

Partial Hospitalization. This unit offers,
at least, day care and treatment for patients
able to return horne evenings and ~.;eekends •
Night care may also be provided for patients
able to work, but in need of further care or
without suitable horne arrangements.

D.

Emergency· Care. Twenty-four hour emergency
service is available in one of the three units
named above.

E.

Consultation and Education. The Center staff
offers consultation and education to community
agencies and professional personne1.12

From this examination of the early historical
developments in the field of community psychiatry and
community mental health, the following areas for investigation

pres:~nt

themselves:

1.

Community psychiatry

2.

Community mental health movement

3.

Community r~ental Health Centers Act of 1963
and subsequent legislation

4.

Organization and effectiveness of Community
Mental Health Centers

5.

Recent developments in community mental health.

The literature is extensive in each of these areas.
In addressing community psychiatry and community mental
health, one can trace the separate origins of each area
12

u.s. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Fact Sheet: The Cornnrehensive Communit t-1ental Health
Centers Program 1968), pp. 1-2.

9

while at the same time noting their eventual meshing due
mainly to public policy in the field of mental health
legislation.

With the publication of

Community Mental Health

edited

Perspectives in

by Arthur J. Bindrnan and

Allen D. Spiegel in 1969, a certain corning of age of
community mental health was rnarked.

13

This volume assesses

the far-reaching effect of the community mental health
legislation of 1963.

The importance of this legislation

cannot be overlooked if one is to get a comprehensive
perspective on the field of mental health in the United
States today.
The organization of community mental health centers
varies widely depending on the state of development of the
concept of community mental health in a given part of the
United States.

Also, a community mental health center

should be designed to meet the dynamic factors in a given
place that, taken in their constellation, may produce
particular kinds of disorders.

This type of planning

demands scientific study of demographic and cultural
.

.

character~st~cs

of a

.

g~ven

geograph'~c area. 14

In response to Public Law 88-164,

15

the individual

13 Bindrnan, A.J., and Speigel, A.D. Perspectives
in Community Mental Health (New York: Aldine, 1969).
14 zax, Melvin, and Specter, Gerald A. An Intraduction to Community Psychology (New York: John Wiley and
Sons, Inc., 1974), pp. 1-27.
15 Public Law, Title II - Regulations, p. 1.

10
states have established statewide mental health plans,
similar to the Illinois Mental Health Zone Plan.

16

These

statewide plans typically divide a state into regions of
sizable geographic and population proportions with smaller
service areas served by local community clinics.

Basically,

centers are an outgrowth of the deinstitutionalization of
the state mental hospital programs of the past.
There seems to be a general pattern of organization
of community mental health centers with the states taking
the initiative to provide and channel funds for their
establishment.

The private and semi-private sector such

as church-related charitable organizations, universities,
and community hospitals have joined in the venture by
providing a community base of operations, administrative
expertise, and a network of services.
The effectiveness of community mental health
centers is an issue which has been increasingly debated
in recent years.

Ralph Nader's Study Group Report entitled

"The Madness Establishment," calls into serious question
.
17
. e ff ect~veness.
t h e~r

This report points out the serious

omission of built-in evaluation of community mental health
centers in the past.
16 Illinois Department of Mental Health~, Illinois
zone Plan (1968), p. 1.
17

chu, Franklin D., and Trotter, Sharland. The
Madness Establishment: · Ral~h Nader's Study Group Report
on the National Institute o Mental Health (New York:
Grossman Publishers, 1974), p. 204.

11
Along with the lack of ongoing evaluative requirements, there is also a basic lack of research in the field
of community mental health.

18

Cowen feels the research

needed will never be obtained, considering the small
amount of funds currently being spent around the country. 19
Zax and Specter point out that the long-term nature of
research on community mental health itself presents a
difficulty.

20

To determine whether a given program has

had a significant impact often requires long-term study.
Keeping track of the subjects involved in a mental health
program over the long term presents a very difficult
challenge.
Among the new developments in community mental
health centers, the trend to view them as but one component
in a network of human services seems to be gaining acceptance.

No longer is society looking to community psychiatry

or community mental health centers as the main "cure-all"
for problems of poverty, racism, class tensions, and
crime.

21

However, the trend to ambulatory care rather

than hospital treatment, and to purchase of service rather
18 zax, Intra. to Community Psyc., pp. 420-423.

19 cowen, E.L. Emergent Approaches to Mental Health
Problems: An Overview and Directions for Future Work (New
York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1967), pp. 389-455.
20
21

Zax, Intra. to Community Psyc., pp. 450-451.
chu, The Madness Establishment, p. 204.

12
than government owned and operated programs seems well
established.
Research on the establishment, organization, and
development of specific community mental health centers
has been sparse in the professional literature.

Kellam

and Schiff reported on several community mental health
centers, notable among them, the Woodlawn Mental Health
. Ch'~cago, I 11'~no~s.
. 22
Center ~n

. t h e early
Establ'~s h e d ~n

nineteen-sixties, the Woodlawn Mental Health Center provided an example of the organizational stages involved in
the establishment of a new center:

1.

Partnership of

governmental bodies with community representatives,
2.

Development of a plan of action, 3.

of the community, 4.

Needs assessment

Development of a mental health

program to meet these needs.

The approach of the report

was a developmental, case study detailing the events
leading to the establishment of the center.
Rieman reported on the need for community organization in the development of a community mental health
program.

23

He outlined the method by which programs and

22

Kellam, S.G. and Schiff, S.K.
"An Urban Community Mental Health Center" from L.F. Duhl and R.L.
Leopold, eds., Mental Health and Urban Social Policy
(San Francisco: Jessey-Bass Inc. Publishers, 1968),
pp. 56-72.
23

Rieman, D.W.
"Midway: A Case Study of Community
Organization Consultation" from M.F. Shore and F.V. Mannino,
eds., Mental Health and the Community: Problems, Programs,
and Strategies (New York: Behavioral Publicagions, 1969),
pp. 41-58.

13
services were planned and developed from a community
perspective.

He highlighted several key factors in the

organizational process:
1.

Effective problem definition

2.

Role of a consultant to the community

3.

Local involvement in all planning

4.

Flexible timetable

5.

Coordination of organizational efforts.

Similarly, Freed and Miller stressed the importance
of organizational considerations in their case study of
a Community Mental Health Center in Chicago, Illinois, with
special emphasis on the need for "broadening the base" of
.

commun~ty

support an d

.

.

.

part~c~pat~on.

24

Cohen's "Anatomy of a Local Mental Health Program:
A Case History," details the following organizational
phases:
1.

Establishing Lines of Communication

2.

Developing Formal Structures

3.

Acceptance of the Program by Community
Institutions

4.

Achieving Community Integration. 25

24

Freed, Harvey, and Miller, Louis.
"Planning a
Community Mental Health Program: A Case History."
~C~o~mrn~u~n~i~t~y~M~e~n~t~a~l~H~e~a~l~t~h-·~J~o~u~r~n~a~l, Vol. 7, (2), 1971, pp.
107-119.
25

Cohen, Raquel E.
"Anatomy of a Local Mental
Health Program: A Case History." American Journal of
Orthopsychiatry, Vol. 42, (3), April 1972, pp. 490-498.

14
The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
contracted with Abt Associates Inc. to evaluate the
effectiveness of the seed money approach in financing
community mental health centers in accord with Community
Mental Health Center's program objectives.

The resulting

research, entitled Community Mental Health Centers--A
Decade Later in April 1978, utilized the case study
analysis approach to examine 29 representative community
mental health centers.

Significant areas of investigation

were these:
1.

Funding Mixture

2.

Descriptive Characteristics
a}

Ownership

b)

Location

c)

Affiliations

d)

Cost of Services

3.

Environmental Factors

4.

Center Activities

5.

Service Delivery Patterns.

26

Although this study was primarily concerned with cost and
funding issues in federally funded centers, in addition it
provided an illustration of the application of the case
study method to community mental health centers.
26

Naierman, N., Haskins, B., et al. Community
Mental Health Centers: A Decade Later (Cambridge, Mass.:
~~~~~--~~~----------------------Abt Books, 1973).

15

Models
Rappaport and Chinsky attempted a simple, yet
useful division among existing mental health service
delivery models.

Contrasting styles of delivery, they

established two main modes:
1.

Waiting mode - Mental illness and disease
explanations of abnormal behavior.
diagnose, prescribe, and treat.

Experts

Client seeks

out treatment.
2.

Seeking mode - Service is located outside
traditional expert's office or hospital.
Combination of professional and non-professional
staff render preventative as well as remedial
service, including educational and social
programs.
.

.

pr~or~ty.

Outreach to the community is a top
27

The authors pointed out that this second mode came closest
to the current concept of community mental health.

Their

analysis indicated the necessity of recognizing social
organizational factors in the study of community mental
health centers.

27

Rappaport, Julian, and Chinsky, Jack M.
"Models
for Delivery of Service from a Historical and Conceptual
Perspective." Professional Psychology, February 1974,
pp. 42-50.

16
Development
The continued development of community mental
health centers as a growing enterprise has come under
serious question in the latter part of the nineteenseventies.

Borus in

~xaming

some of the issues critical

to the survival of community mental health, identified
several key needs:
1.

Clarification of Priorities

2.

Collaboration with the Community

3.

Evaluation Research

4.

Stabilization of Funding.

28

In summary, the author urged development of the "uniqueness" of a center in terms of its services to the
community to insure its continued viability and development.
Partnership Role
Burd and Richmond suggested that continued
development of human service organizations such as
community mental health centers may depend upon the
effective partnership of the public and private sector.
The authors review the existing literature on this partnership and find a new emerging view about its prospectus:
28

Borus, Jonathan F., "Issues Critical to the
Survival of Community Mental Health." American Journal
of Psychiatry 135, (9), September 1978, pp. 1029-35.

17
Upon realizing that many of its objectives are
synonymous with those of the public health and welfare sector, the private agency can move from under
the protective cover of separatism for the sake of
retaining the mantle of autonomy. With its own
identity established, the private agency can confidently join forces with the public sector. If done
carefully and properly, the benefits that the private
agency will derive upon entering into a grant or
contractual relationship with a government unit can
affect every facet of its organizational being--its
philosophy, programs, personnel, and fiscal affairs.29
The authors described several major benefits from the
formation of such a new partnership:
1.

Advancement of Organizational Goals

2.

Expansion of Client Base

3.

Increased Funding

4.

Systematic Analysis of Services

5.

Coordination of Services.

30

Summary
In this survey of literature the relevant stages
in the history of community psychiatry and community
psychology have been e-xamined as a means of understanding
the community mental health movement.

The embodiment of

that movement has been the community health center.

The

major impetus for the establishment of these centers has
been Public Law 88-164, "The Mental Retardation Facilities
29

surd, Ronald, and Richmond, Julius, "The Public
and Private Sector: A Developing Partnership in Human
Services." American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 49(2),
April 1979, pp. 218-229.
30

Ibid.

18
and Community Mental Health Centers Construction Act"
and subsequent federal and state legislation, and their
implementation.
Although the literature reveals major questions
as to the ideal organization and effectiveness of these
centers, an expanding fund of knowledge about these centers
has been reported over the past two decades.

Case histories

have been done on several community mental health centers.
Other studies have examined the organization and development of these centers with a view towards identifying
common trends and creative innovations for the continued
survival of these centers.
The present study attempts to add to this body
of research by tracing the establishment, organization,
and development of the Far Northwest Counselling (sic)
Center.

It provides an in-depth analysis of one of the

most recently established mental health centers in Illinois.

Also, it is distinctive in that relatively few

historical case studies have been done on community mental
health centers.

Hopefully, the present

~tudy

will contri-

bute to the research which is essential for the advancement
of community mental health.

CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY
Research Procedure
The research procedure for this study is the
historical documentary method of research.

This method-

ology combines the chronological and thematic approaches
utilizing a case study format.

As such the study is

organized to present the events leading up to the establishment of a community mental health center, and the
subsequent years of its operation in the community.

On

the basis of this in-depth chronicle an attempt will be
made to establish central themes relating to the development of the Center.

Emphasis in these themes will be

placed on relationships pointing to development of the
Far Northwest Counselling Center as a community mental
health center.
Sources of Data
The methodology entails the collection and
evaluation of relevant documents relating to the establishment, organization, and development of the Center.
The following types of informational sources will be used
to trace this historical process:
1.

Pertinent documents relating to the general
19

20

plan for establishment of community mental health centers
according to the federal, state, and local guidelines.
2.

Monthly and yearly records pertaining to

services rendered, number and types of clients served,
and programs offered.
3.

Annual agency plans, including proposed

budgets, sources of income, audited profit and loss
statements, and projected objectives.
4.

Professional Staff and Advisory Board members

listings in community grants.
5.

Correspondence, newspaper articles, and

published informational materials of the Center.
The data involved in the study are materials which
are a matter of public record.

The concealment of the

identity of the subjects involved and the confidentiality
surrounding them are provided for through a blind coding
system.
Definition of Terms
In addition to the general terms outlined in the
survey of literature, several terms are peculiar to this
study:
Case-load per month - A numerical total of all
registered clients in a given month.
Number of clients seen - A numerical total of all
registered clients who have received services in a given
month.
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Client contacts - A numerical total of all contacts
with registered clients and collaterals in a given month.
Community locat·ion - A location within the
geographic area to be served, distinct from any state
hospital property.

In this study, the area referred to

as "community" is the catchment area, namely the five
Chicago neighborhoods of Edison Park, Norwood Park,
Jefferson Park, Dunning, and O'Hare.
Mental health services - In this study these are
the mental health treatment services provided by the
Center to persons who are not hospitalized.
individual

These include

and group therapy, medication, crisis inter-

vention, diagnostic service, and consultation and education.
These services are provided under three treatment program
designations:

Sustaining Care {01), Out-patient (02), and

Children and Adolescent (62).
Ownership - Legal right to possession and operation
including management, fiscal responsibility, liability,
and policy making powers.
Private Social Service Agency - Non-profit social
organization which provides human services to the general
public.

In this study this term refers to Lutheran Social

Services of Illinois, an Illinois not-for-profit corporation providing a variety of services to children, adolescents, adults, and aged persons through 70 institutional
and non-institutional programs serving over 150,000 people
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yearly.

Previous to 1977, this agency was known as

Lutheran Welfare Services of Illinois.
State ownership - OWnership by the Illinois
Department of Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities,
the legally designated Department of the State of Illinois
charged with the provision of mental health programs and
care.
Limitations
The study is limited to the historical development
of the Far Northwest Counselling Center.

The focus of

the study is the policies, developments, and events which
led to the establishment, organization, and development
of the Center as a community mental health center.

The

study does not consider the influence of individuals,
political activities, or other contemporary factors.
Also as a documentary study, it does not concern itself
with statistical analysis of the factors studied.

These

equally interesting and useful areas are left to other
subsequent studies.

CHAPTER III
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT TO 1976
The Chicago Area Zone Plan envisaged the creation
of local mental health services for each designated
community in metropolitan Chicago.
The Chicago Area Zone provides the opportunity
for an effective alliance between the Illinois
Department of Mental Health and community resources
to cope with problems of mental disturbance in a
complex urban setting. The past has shown that
prevention and early intervention of mental disorders
is impossible without community concern and involvement. Likewise, recovery and rehabilitation are
hindered without participation by sources of community
support such as family, friends, employment and social
welfare agencies.l
The establishment of the Far Northwest Counselling
Center in the community was a logical outcome of this
plan.

Its establishment involved the relocation and

transfer of sponsorship of an existing program into the
community.

This metamorphosis from state mental hospital

outpatient program to a community mental health center is
presented in this chapter.

Historically, this challenge

involved two interrelated happenings:

(1) prior operation

as the Chicago-Read Mental Health Center outpatient program,
and (2) implementation of the plan for the transfer of the
1 state of Illinois, The Chicago Area Zone Plan,
p. 1.
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outpatient program to community

ot~ership

and location.

Each of these occurrences will be examined separately.
Both are essential historical elements.
Part I
Psychiatric Hospital Outpatient Program
Background
The Chicago Area Zone Plan began in 1968.

At

that time the outpatient department at Chicago-Read Mental
Center served 28 separate neighborhoods and suburban
villages.

Through intensive community development pro-

grams, more than a dozen community mental health clinics
were established in these areas from October 1968 to
December 1973.

As these clinics began serving their own

geographic area, that territory was no longer served by
the outpatient department.

By January 1, 1974, the out-

patient department served only one designated community
service area known as the Edison Park Planning Area.

This

community service area consisted of the five City of
Chicago neighborhoods of Edison Park, Norwood Park,
Jefferson Park, Dunning, and O'Hare.
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(See Appendix A, p.

for map of the area.)

Description of Service Area
In 1970 the Edison Park Planning Area consisted
of a population of 133,000 residents, 99% Caucasian with
a median family income of $13,000.

Ethnically the residents
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were chiefly Polish, German, and Italian.
educational level was 11.9 years.

The median

The population was

relatively stable with only 29% of persons five years of
age and over in 1970 residing in a different house than
in 1965.

The community was a white, working class area

with no formal mental health services available in the
community other than those of the outpatient program.

2

Program
The outpatient program provided mental health
services under three program designations:

Outpatient,

Sustaining Care, and Children and Adolescent.
three program designations are defined in

These

Cha~ter

II.

Within each of these programs, treatment services included
diagnostic evaluation, individual, family, marital, and
group psychotherapy, as well as referral, crisis intervention, and community consultation.
Staff
The staff consisted of an executive director, seven
therapists, one consulting psychiatrist, and two clerktypists.

Table 1 describes these positions in detail.

All of these staff members were State of Illinois employees.
2state of Illinois, Edison Park Planning Area
Profile, 1970, p. 1.
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Table 1

PERSONNEL LISTING

POSITION

CLASSIFICATION

v

DEGREE

l.

Executive Director

Social Worker

2.

Therapist

Psychologist III

3.

Therapist

Social Worker

4.

Therapist

Social Worker III

M.s.w.

5.

Therapist

Psychologist II

M.A.

6.

Therapist

Registered Nurse III

R.N.

7.

Therapist

Menta.l Health Specialist II

B.A.

8.

Therapist

Mental Health Specialist II

B.A.

9.

Physician

Licensed Psychiatrist I

M.D.

10.

Secretary

Clerk-Typist II

Diploma

11.

Secretary

Clerk-Typist II

Diploma

v

M.S.W.
Ph.D.
M.S.W.
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Facilities
The entire program occupied 2477 square feet of
office space at Chicago-Read Mental Health Center, 4200
North Oak Park Avenue, Chicago, 60634.
Clients Served
In fiscal year 1975, an average of 349 cases per
month were registered at the clinic with an average of
225 cases seen per month.

In fiscal year 1976, an average

of 327 cases were registered with an average of 232 cases
seen per month.

These monthly and yearly statistics are

reported in Tables 2 and 3.

In fiscal year 1976, many

inactive cases were closed resulting in a drop of the
registered cases.
Fee Structure
Under the provisions of a State of Illinois fee
policy, each client was expected to pay part of the cost
of service on a sliding scale plan based on income and
family size.

The fee income figures for fiscal years 1975

and 1976 are presented in Table 4.

In fiscal year 1976

greater emphasis was placed on accurate fee determination
and collection as reflected in the figures.
Budget and Costs
There was no separate program budget for fiscal
years 1975 and 1976.

The cost of the outpatient program

was included in the general budget of Chicago Read Mental
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Table 2

NUMBER OF CASES SEEN AND CASE-LOAD
BY l-10NTH FOR FISCAL YEAR 1975
JULY 1, 197 4 -JUNE 30, 1975

MONTH

CASES SEEN
Adult

Child

CASE-LOAD
Total

Adult

Child

Total

76

23

99

213

105

318

August

145

26

171

192

34

226

September

196

21

217

312

42

354

October

212

32

244

294

43

337

November

171

35

208

304

47

351

December

122

37

159

296

45

341

January

222

40

262

325

55

380

February

212

43

255

306

60

366

March

232

56

288

321

77

398

April

234

51

285

326

72

398

May

216

54

270

328

66

394

June

209

43

252

273

55

328

2,247

461

2,710

3,490

701

4,191

187

38

225

290

58

349

July

TOTALS:
AVEPAGES:
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TABLE 3

NUMBER OF CASES SEEN AND CASE-LOAD
BY MONTH FOR FISCAL YEAR 1976
JULY 1, 1975 -JUNE 30, 1976

CASES SEEN

HONTH
Adult

Child

CASE-LOAD
Total

Adult

Child

Total

July

179

37

216

272

53

325

August

201

30

231

264

43

307

September

224

27

251

284

39

323

October

223

25

248

298

42

340

November

202

39

241

303

47

350

December

198

36

234

297

54

351

January

179

35

214

268

50

318

February

210

44

254

297

60

357

March

196

41

237

304

63

367

April

220

31

251

326

58

384

May

177

27

204

210

27

237

June

190

19

209

239

32

271

2,399

391

2,790

3,362

568

3,930

199

32

232

280

47

327

TOTALS:
AVERAGES:
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Table 4

FEE INCOHE BY MONTH
FOR FISCAL YEARS 1975 AND 1976

MONTH
July

1975 INCOME
$

August

1,416.60

1976 INCOME
$

1,948.85

1,438.05

2,065.80

700.65

1,979.40

October

1,462.25

2,356.30

November

1,376.50

2,255.85

December

1,212.50

1,993.50

January

1,726.76

2,256.75

February

1,742.95

1,886.35

March

2,142.80

2,838.83

April

2,199.30

3,190.10

May

2,459.00

2,644.47

June

2,071-.85

2,841.28

$ 19,949.20

- $ 28,257.48

September

TOTALS:
AVERAGES:

$

1,662.43

$

2,354.79
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Health Center.

As such a portion of the overall operating

expenses of the entire facility was allocated to the outpatient program.

This figure included items such as

support services, administrative expenses, and building
costs, as well as the actual costs of operating the outpatient program.

For fiscal year 1976, the estimated cost

of the outpatient program was $272,450.

Records
The program had an established recordkeeping
system pertaining to intake, case openings, treatment,
fees, case closing, and other statistical and clinical
data.

The forms for these records are presented in

Appendix B, p. 96.

These records furnished key infor-

mation concerning the history of the Center.

Summary
From this review of the operation of the outpatient
program, a picture emerges of an organized mental health
program providing service to a large urban community.
This perspective on the early stages of development of
the program is important for an understanding of the
implementation of the transfer of the program to community
ownership and location.
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Part II
Transfer Plan
Background
As early as August 1972 the outpatient program
began identifying itself as providing service exclusively
for the Edison Park Planning Area as evidenced in its
program statement:
The only patients currently being accepted in
the Outpatient Services are those living in the
Edison Park Planning Area • • . • Currently, initial
surveys have concluded that there is no other mental
health service operating in the area. For now, the
outpatient program is prepared to continue being the
clinic that will provide direct treatment services
to this area. 3
This identity with the Edison Park Planning Area
was increased in the following year and one-half through
a series of interrelationships with community helping
professionals such as teachers, clergy, and physicians.
A community profile was developed locating the agencies
which provided human services, including schools, churches,
social welfare organizations, hospitals, and political
groups.

In April 1973 a survey was undertaken of the

community in order to determine the need for mental health
service.

A copy of the survey and the results are reported

in Appendix C, p. 105 •

Based on the results of the survey,

an open house was held on October 17, 1973, with the theme

2, 1972.

3coordinator, Outpatient Services, ~, August
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being "Community Needs in Mental Health".

The event was

helpful in that it established the first official communitywide contact between the clinic and the professionals in
the community.

Also, it set the stage for the next major

development, the creation of a Community Advisory Board
for the clinic.
Preparation for Transfer
The community survey and open house helped to
increase lines of communication with the community.

To

further identify with the community, the outpatient program was renamed the Edison Park Community Mental Health
Clinic in January 1974.

This name change not only defined

more clearly the geographic area served, but also emphasized the community mental health mission of the program.
At this time, the Department of Mental Health
launched an intensive effort to transfer the clinic to
community ownership and location.

This transfer effort

involved two simultaneous and interrelated projects:
(1) the formation of a Community Advisory Board, and (2)
the search for a community sponsor.

Although these two

projects were separate endeavors, they happened over the
same period of time, January 1974, to June 1976.
they will be examined concurrently in this study.

{
j

; • ~.~..!

\

I!

As such
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Formation Stage
The Department of Mental Health contacted several
key community leaders with its proposal for the formation
of an Advisory Board.
was twofold:

The purpose of the Advisory Board

(1) to provide community participation in

giving advice about the operation of the clinic, and (2}
to make the clinic better known.

Among these leaders were

a prominent banker who also was the president of a very
strong community council, and a vice-president of the
local, highly respected private hospital.

These two per-

sons and several others formed an Ad Hoc Committee on
mental health needs.

They set out inviting significant

social, civic, political and religious organizations to
join them in creation of an Advisory Board.
At this first public meeting in February 1974,
the response of the community leaders was very favorable.
After lengthy discussion of the proposal for an Advisory
Board, a steering committee was established.
divided its work into four areas:
Board formation,

(1) Community Advisory

(2} Community Fact Finding,

and (4) Membership.

This committee

(3) Publicity,

Plans were made for a meeting in March

with an agenda to develop more community contacts and to
invite presidents of other community mental health advisory
boards to speak to the group on the process of organizing
4

a board •.
4 Edison Park Community Mental Health Advisory Board,
minutes, February 1974.
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Meanwhile, the Department of Mental Health was
actively seeking a sponsor for the clinic in the community.
Early in January 1974 it proposed the idea of sponsorship
to Resurrection Hospital, a large, private hospital within
the service area of the clinic.

Sponsorship as referred

to in this context, means transfer of ownership of the
clinic with staff and grant-in-aid funding support for the
program coming from the Department.

Details of the trans-

fer were to be worked out after a suitable sponsor was
secured.

After several months of consideration, Resur-

rection Hospital declined the project in March 1974, due
to its own expansion program in other areas of health care.
From April to September of 1974, the steering
committee occupied itself with the formation of an Advisory
Board for the Edison Park Community Mental Health Clinic.
Through a series of meetings over this period, a set of
by-laws was

developed, and a community survey of mental

health needs was undertaken.

A copy of the survey is

presented in Appendix D, p. 110 •

The priorities identified

in the survey pointed to family and community mental health
problems.

For instance, family communications, drug abuse,

emotional problems relating to school, and alcoholism were
identified as the four top needs.
desired effect:

The survey had the

to bring the mental health needs of the

community to the attention of the clinic.
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By September 1974, the steering committee was
ready to organize as an official Advisory Board.

At

this juncture, the Department of Mental Health proposed
that the organization incorporate as a Board and work
towards sponsoring the clinic in the community.

This

would have entailed applying for a state charter and
assuming a policy making function with regard to the
clinic.

The group declined this proposal and voted

instead to remain exclusively advisory in nature.

As

an Advisory Board they set as their objective the development of the Advisory Board, including becoming more
familiar with the operation of the clinic, and developing
contact and communication with the community between the
5
clinic and the Advisory Board.
During the succeeding six months, the Advisory
Board refined its role and structure, while conducting
a community out-reach program.

This latter activity

included presentations by Board members at various civic
organizations, clubs, schools, and churches to explain
the work of the clinic and the Board.
Throughout 1974, and the first two months of 1975,
the Department of Mental Health continued to seek a community sponsor for the clinic.

In March 1975, these efforts

became sharply focused through the development of an action
5 Edison Park Community Mental Health Advisory Board,
minutes, September 1974.
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plan to secure a sponsor for the clinic.

The plan called

for determining the most likely candidates for possible
sponsorship and contacting them about their interest in
the proposal.

Lutheran Welfare Services of Illinois,

Leyden Family Services and Mental Health Center, and the
Salvation Army were the three agencies selected for sponsorship based upon their previous expertise in delivering
and administering mental health services, and their
previously indicated interest in such a project.
Over the next four months, separate meetings were
held with each agency, furnishing them with descriptions
of the current operation of the clinic, and the work of
the Advisory Board, as well as demographic information
about the community.

As a consequence of these discussions,

only Lutheran Welfare Services of Illinois emerged as an
appropriate and viable potential sponsor.
During the period of this action plan, March to
June 1975, the Advisory Board continued to meet monthly.
The Department of Mental Health continued to keep the
Board informed as to the progress of seeking a potential
sponsor for the clinic.

As a result of this dialogue, the

Board requested clarification of the· future of the clinic
as an outpatient program housed at Chicago-Read Mental
Health Center.

At the June 1975 Board Meeting, the posi-

tion of the Department of Mental Health was restated.

The

goal for the clinic was community ownership and location
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with stress on the partnership between the Department of
Mental Health and the community.

The Board was generally

satisfied with this explanation of the direction of the
sponsorship plan.

6

In July 1975, the Department of Mental Health
entered into serious negotiations with Lutheran Welfare
Services of Illinois for the sponsorship of the Edison
Park Community Mental Health Clinic.

During the next

nine months, each aspect of the sponsorship venture was
examined in detail and agreements worked out.

The follow-

ing is a listing of the key issues covered:
1.

Service issues such as monthly and yearly number of
clients registered and seen; treatment programs; and
referral sources.

2.

Community issues such as community relations; role
of the Advisory Board; and acceptance of the clinic
in the community.

3.

Program issues such as staff; budget and fees; and
program objectives.
During this negotiation period, both the staff and

the Advisory Board met with representatives from Lutheran
Welfare Services of Illinois in order to discuss the
proposed sponsorship and to have their questions answered.
On November 19, 1975, the Advisory Board agreed that these
6 Edison Park Community Mental Health Advisory Board,
minutes, June 1975.
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negotiations should be continued with sponsorship by
Lutheran Welfare Services of Illinois as the eventual
goal. 7

By December 1975, the negotiations proceeded

successfully enough for Lutheran Welfare Services of
Illinois to issue an official letter outlining its
intention to conclude the sponsorship program.

A copy

of this. letter is displayed in Appendix E, p. 114 .
The negotiating process continued making progress
with the terms of the transfer being successfully decided.
Generally, the transfer agreement stated that Lutheran
Welfare Services would assume responsibility for the clinic
as of April 1, 1976, with all present staff transferring
from State of Illinois employment to Lutheran Welfare
Services employment.

A grant-in-aid agreement for the

remainder of fiscal year 1976 (April, May and June 1976)
would provide for salaries and expenses.

By July 1976,

the clinic would move to a suitable community and a new
grant-in-aid agreement would cover fiscal year 1977 (July
1, 1976, to June 30, 1977).

Staff and clients, as well

as furniture, equipment and records would be transferred
to this new community location.

The grant-in-aid award

letters for both grants are contained in Appendix E, p. 114.
On March 8, 1976, the Department of Mental Health
announced its intention to transfer the clinic to Lutheran
7Edison Park Community Mental Health Advisory Board,
minutes, November 1975.
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Welfare Services of Illinois as of April 1, 1976.

A copy

of this announcement is presented in Appendix E, p.114 .
The president of the Advisory Board called a special meeting
of the Board to discuss this announcement.

At the meeting

the president expressed his opposition to sponsorship by
Lutheran Welfare Services and the clinic's locating in the
community, maintaining that the clinic was solely the
responsibility of the Department of Mental Health.

But

the weight of opinion of the Board members was for supporting the sponsorship and the move to the community.
The Advisory Board as constituted dissolved,, with most
members volunteering to serve on a reconstituted Advisory
Board with Lutheran Welfare as the sponsor of the clinic
after April 1, 1976.
Part III
Transfer
Although the ownership and management of the clinic
was assumed by Lutheran Welfare on April 1, 1976, it
continued to be housed at Chicago-Read Mental Health Center
until June 14, 1976.

During that period several important

preparations for the transfer into the community took place.
A newly reconstituted Advisory Board was formed and they
renamed the clinic "The Far Northwest Counselling Center."
This change in name deemphasized the "mental illness"
connotations associated with a large state mental hospital.
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In addition it was more encompassing of the area served
which included more than the Edison Park neighborhood.
In addition the program was allowed to retain the
fee income for this three month period.

Previously, the

fee income went into the General Fund of the State of
Illinois.

But this income was retained and allocated

toward the start-up costs at a new location.
Finally, a new site was selected and prepared for
the program.

The site selected was a medical office

building located at 6075 North Northwest Highway, Chicago,
Illinois.

This facility provided 2,275 square feet of

space, comparable to the 2,477 at its former location.
With alterations and decorating the new site provided
sufficient offices and waiting room space to accommodate
the program.

On June 15, 1976, the Far Northwest Coun-

selling Center opened its doors as a community owned and
located mental health center.

A map showing the location

is presented in Appendix A, p. 95
Summary
This Chapter has traced the outgrowth of the Far
Northwest Counselling Center from its origins as part of
the Chicago Area Plan, to its years of operation as a
psychiatric outpatient clinic, and finally to its transfer
to community ownership and location.

The significance of

those events will be discussed in Chapter V.

CHAPTER IV
THE PRESENT AGENCY:

1976-1980

The subject of this chapter is the experience
of the Far Northwest Counselling Center as a community
owned and located mental health center for the fiscal
years of 1977 to 1980 (July 1, 1976, to June 30, 1980).
The examination of the Center over this time period will
be done in a horizontal fashion, mapping each year's
activities to three key areas:
factors, 2.

1.

Client oriented

Program oriented factors, and 3.

Community

oriented factors.
When the Far Northwest Counselling Center became
a community owned and located mental health center, it
became part of a larger human service system meeting
clients' other needs.

Through Lutheran Welfare Services

of Illinois, the Center was
system.

1

~inked

to the total caregiving

Besides the obvious implications for total

service to clients in need, this change meant that the
Center became more accountable and subject to greater
evaluation.

The State of Illinois which had been the

owner of the program, now became the monitor of the
1

Lutheran Social Services of Illinois, Program
Statement, June 1976, p. 1.
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program.

Whereas before the Center operated without a

defined budget, now it became responsible for organizing
an annual budget and staying within its limits.

With

the transfer to community operation, the Center needed
to demonstrate its performance, holding its activity up
to public view.
A·

Client Oriented Factors
Client oriented factors are defined as those

programs, activities, and initiatives relating to the
treatment, identification, and prevention of mental
illness in the clients served by the Center.

In this

study, five client oriented factors were identified:
(1) treatment programs,
clients seen,

(2) case-load,

(4) client contacts,

(3) number of

(5) program objectives.

Treatment programs fell under three designations:
Sustaining Care, Out-patient, and Children and Adolescent.2

The Sustaining Care program provided evaluation,

intervention, and follow-up treatment for those clients
who had psychiatric hospitalization or who presented themselves a risk of psychiatric hospitalization.

This program

included the medication clinic with client follow-up
provided by the consultant psychiatrist.

The Out-patient

program provided diagnostic evaluation including screening,
2 Illinois Department of Mental Health, Agency
Plan: Far Nor~~west Counselling Center, 1976, Form 1201.
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treatment planning, and linking to resources as well as
therapy.

The majority of the clients in this program

never had a psychiatric hospitalization.

The Children

and Adolescent program provided basic outpatient service
to children (ages 3-14) and adolescents (ages 14-18).
Special groups, play therapy and school consultation were
included, as well as individual and family therapy.
These three program designations remained constant
throughout the four years under study.

However, as seen

in the following examination, each of these programs grew
considerably.
The case-load per month is a numerical total of
all registered clients in any given month.

This figure

includes those clients who received service in a given
month, and those clients who may not have received service.
In fiscal year 1978 a concentrated effort was made
to close cases which were inactive for more than 12 months.
This resulted in a reduction of 462 cases.in the total
case-load for fiscal year 1978 as compared with fiscal
year 1977.

3

Since fiscal year 1978, the Center has main-

tained a practice of closing cases after three months of
inactivity.
3 Illinois Department of Mental Health, Division
of Informational Services, Far Northwest Counselling
Center Yearly Client Service Reports, Fiscal Years 1977
through 1980.
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Table 5 reports the case-load by month per fiscal
year for fiscal years 1977 through 1980.

4

These figures

indicate a progressive increase of the number of registered cases in fiscal year 1979 and 1980.
The number of clients seen are the numerical total
of all registered clients who have received service in a
given month.

Table 6 presents the number of clients seen

by month per fiscal year.

As with the case-load, the number

of clients seen grew substantially indicating a progressive
pattern of growth over the four year period.
The client contacts represent the numerical total
of all contacts with registered clients and the family
members and friends.
by programs:

These client contacts are reported

Table 7 Sustaining Care, Table 8 Out-Patient,

and Table 9 Children and Adolescent.

5

These figures indi-

cate an increase of service both to the clients themselves
and to the members of their immediate support systems,
namely their families and friends.
Program Objectives are stated goals in the
grant-in-aid agreement which the Center intended to accomplish for the fiscal year.

At the outset of the year

evaluative criteria were stated which were later used to
measure the progress towards the attainment of the goals.
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Table

5

CASE-LOAD BY MONTH PER FISCAL YEAR

Year

197.7

.19.78

1979.

1980

Month
July

488

479

518

574

August

568

475

520

552

September

514

492

530

608

October

578

468

532

603

November

601

497

507

628

December

512

530

511

595

January

578

523

539

538

February

566

571

578

608

March

585

611

583

652

April

624

586

584

652

May

602

574

617

680

June

599

547

614

646

TOTAL

6,815

6,353

6,633

7,336

AVERAGE
MONTHLY

568

529

553

611
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Table 6

NUMBER OF CLIENTS SEEN BY MONTH PER FISCAL YEAR

Year

1977

.1978

1979

1980

Month
July

192

295

313

320

August

266

260

349

321

September

210

238

336

338

October

232

274

335

339

November

247

333

331

339

December

254

323

291

324

January

290

330

316

369

February

316

379

342

345

March

292

384

364

361

April

317

389

356

386

Hay

290

349

379

351

June

283

332

330

366

3,189

3,886

4,402

4,159

266

324

337

347

TOTAL YEAR
AVERAGE
MONTHLY
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Table 7

CLIENT CONTACTS IN SUSTAINING CARE
PROGRAH BY MONTH PER FISCAL YEAR

Year

1977

.1978

1979

1980

Month
July

156

245

230

247

August

200

258

273

231

September

203

215

253

243

October

220

253

255

251

November

231

272

253

258

December

233

261

214

245

January

234

251

221

291

February

248

277

253

230

March

230

253

259

227

April

240

249

242

249

~.fay

246

229

251

214

June

239

238

196

223

2,680

3, 001

2,900

2,909

223

250

242

242

TOTAL YEAR
AVERAGE
MONTHLY
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Table 8

CLIENT CONTACTS IN OUT-PATIENT
PROGRAM BY MONTH PER FISCAL YEAR

Year

1977

19.78..

1979

1980

Month
July

57

88

63

88

August

70

so

88

80

September

25

51

81

77

October

25

65

72

82

November

38

86

71

69

December

50

41

66

80

January

61

27

68

68

February

61

37

73

53

March

77

78

68

67

April

85

66

76

75

May

65

74

87

78

June

67

68

93

77

681

731

906

894

57

61

75

75

TOTAL YEAR
AVERAGE
MONTHLY
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Table 9

CLIENT CONTACTS IN CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENT
PROGRAM BY MONTH PER FISCAL YEAR

1977

1978

19.79

1980

July

40

52

53

61

August

38

40

52

53

September

44

28

50

75

October

52

35

65

87

November

72

72

70

67

December

45

76

58

68

January

64

96

63

105

February

76

128

83

90

March

58

124

114

84

April

65

123

108

83

May

65

96

102

82

June

40

80

66

85

659

950

884

945

55

79

74

79

Year
Month

TOTAL YEAR
AVERAGE
t-10NTHLY
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Table 10 presents the stated objectives, criteria,
and evaluation for the Sustaining Care Program.

6

The

objectives in the first year reflected an emphasis on
successful transition of the program to the community,
and making the services of the Center known to the community.

By the second year, the objectives pointed up

the new stance of the Center as community mental health
center working out linkage agreements with other institutions.

In the third and fourth years, the objectives

focused more on internal programming, such as new treatment
modalities and home visit as a means of serving clients.
Table 11 displays the stated objectives, criteria,
and evaluation for the Out-patient Program.

7

The concern

for a successful transition marked the thrust of these
objectives for the first year also.

In the succeeding

years, the objectives reflected the emphasis of the Outpatient Program itself, namely the prevention and treatment
of mental illness in persons who had never had a
psychiatric hospitalization.

Mainly the objectives were

concerned with early detection by building a network within
the community.

6 Illinois Department of Mental Health, Agency
Plans: Far Northwest Counselling Center, 1976 through
1980, form 1201.
7

Ibid.
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Table 10

SUSTAINING CARE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
WITH CRITERIA AND EVALUATION
FOR FISCAL YEARS 1977 TO 1980

YEAR
1977

1978

1979

OBJECTIVES
1.

Relocate clinic
to suitable

2.

CRITERIA

EVALUATION

Physical
relocation

1.

Fully achieved

Public notifica- 2.
tion of sponsorship, relocation,
and services

Announcements,
media information, and
dedication

2.

Fully achieved

3.

Transfer all
sustaining care
clients with no
more than a 10%
drop in clients

3.

Statistics on
program

3.

Fully achieved

1.

Effect linkage
with public aid
for clients
unable to pay
for service

1.

Linkage agreement for 8
clients by 2nd
quarter, and 16
clients by 4th
quarter

1.

Not achieved contrary to public
aid procedures individual application only

2.

Establish evening 2.
group treatment
group

Evening group by
2nd quarter

2.

Fully achieved

3.

Link clients to
daycare program
at Ravenswood
Hospital

Letter of linkage 3.
between Center
and Ravenswood
Hospital

Partially achieved linkage uncertain
due to cost

1.

Continue to seek 1.
payment from
public aid for
clients unable to
pay

Records of
payment

Fully achieved

1.

3.

1.
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1979

1980

2.

Link 80% of discharges psychiatric clients

2.

Statistics on
program

2.

Fully achieved

3.

Addition of a
staff position
for home visit
program

3.

Estah lishment
of program with
new staff
position

3.

Full achieved

1.

Link 90% of discharged psychiatric clients

1. Two therapy

1.

Partial achieved
- 70%

Partial achieved
- one divorced
group by 4th
quarter

sessions each
for this group
by 4th quarter

2.

Establish divorce 2.
and loss groups

One divorce group 2.
by 2nd quarter
one widowed group
by 3rd quarter

3.

Provide ass istance to local
churches in
starting divorce
and loss groups

Link with groups
by 3rd quarter

3.

3. Fully achieved
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Table 11

OUT-PATIENT PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
WITH CRITERIA AND EVALUATION
FOR FISCAL YEARS 1977 TO 1980

OBJECTIVES

YEAR

CRITERIA

1977

Same as Sustaining
Care Program

1978

1.

Continue notification of
Center's program
to the community

2.

Publicity, public 1.
education programs

Fully achieved

2.

Home-bound client 2.
evaluation program

5 to 10 home2.
bound evaluations

Fully achieved

3.

Police liaison
3.
for adult clients
in crisis

Liaison contact
and referrals

Partial achieved need for more
mutual work

1.

Continued public
information
efforts

1.

Newspaper
1.
articles, educational seminars

Fully achieved

2.

Assign staff mem- 2.
ber as police
liaison

Staff member
2.
assigned and
referrals recorded

Fully achieved

3.

Decrease drop out 3.
rate after initial
intake

Mor~

than 60% of 3.
intake cases continue for three
sessions

Fully achieved

1.

General public
information program

Fund-raising
event

1.

Fully achieved

2.

Continue decrease 2.
in drop-out rate
after intake

Reduce drop-out
rate to 30%

2.

Fully achieved

3.

Strengthen HomeBound program

Answer 100% all
appropriate
requests

3.

Fully achieved

1979

1980

Same as Sustaining
Care Program

EVALUATION

1.

3.

Fully achieved

3.
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Table 12 states the objectives, criteria, and
evaluation for the Children and Adolescent Program. 8
As with the other programs, the first year's objectives
had to do with successful transition into the community.
Over the remaining three years the program objectives
took two forms:

1. internal organization, and 2. build-

ing a network with the schools and community.
This examination of the objectives, their criteria,
and evaluation points to an evolving self-definition of
the program, moving from the early stages of survival and
transition to the later stages of self-examination and
expansion of service to the

community~

Further implica-

tions of this evolution will be examined in Chapter
B.

v.

Program Oriented Factors
Program oriented factors are those aspects of the

Center's operation which are associated with the provision
of services.
examined are:

In this study, the program oriented factors
(1) facilities,

(2) staff,

(3) fee structure,

(4) budget, and (5) records.
Facilities refer to the physical location, size,
and space of the building in which the program was housed.
The new facility was located on a commercial street in
the center of the Norwood Park business district.
viously a medical office building,

~he

Pre-

site afforded 2,275
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Table 12

CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENT PROGRAM
OBJECTIVES WITH CRITERIA AND EVALUATION
FOR FISCAL YEARS 1977 TO 1980

YEAR

OBJECTIVES

1977

Same as Sustaining
Care Program

1978

l.

Expand referral
linkage with
schools

2.

1979

1980

CRITERIA
Same as Sustaining
Care Program

EVALUATION
Fully achieved

12 additional
referral from
schools

l.

Fully achieved

Establish agree- 2.
ment for short
term hospitalization with private
hospitals

Agreements and
use of the
hospitals

2.

Fully achieved

3.

Additional staff 3.
position for evaluation of cases

Hiring an
additional staff
person

3.

Fully achieved

l.

Strengthen exist- l.
ing program

Equal or greater
number served

l.

Fully achieved

2.

Equipment for
play therapy

2.

Purchase of play
materials

2.

Fully achieved

3.

Consultation for
program

3.

Contracting with
a consultant

3.

Fully achieved

l.

Maintain current
program effort

l.

Statistical
report

l.

Fully achieved

2.

Conduct 10 week
parenting workshop

2.

Workshop by 4th
quarter

2.

Partial achieved
planning only

3.

Continue school
consultation
program

3.

Record of consultations

3.

Fully achieved

l.

•
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square feet of space, sufficient enough for existing staff
offices, waiting room, and reception area.

As the number

of staff and clients increased, and as the need for more
group therapy grew, the facilities became increasingly
inadequate for the needs of the Center.
The Staff consisted of an executive director,
seven therapists, one consulting psychiatrist, and two
clerk typists with additional management hours provided
by the section director from Lutheran Social Services in
fiscal year 1977.

In fiscal year 1978, an additional

therapist, another consulting psychiatrist, and a parttime receptionist were added.

In fiscal 1979, another

full time therapist, and three part-time therapists, as
well as a maintenance position were added.

With the

increase in clients and the increased record keeping work,
two part-time receptionist positions were added in fiscal
1980.

The changes in personnel are listed by fiscal year

in tables 13, 14, 15 and 16.

9

Over the four years in the

community, the staff increased in the number of professional
positions, as well as in clerical positions necessary to
meet the expanding work-load.

Also, there

was significant

upgrading of some staff positions.
The Fee structure was the fee policy previously in
effect before the transfer of the Center to the community.
This fee policy set fees based on the family size and
9 rbid., Form 1201~.
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Table 13

PERSONNEL LISTING
FISCAL YEAR 1977

POSITION

CLASSIFICATION

DEGREE

1.

Section Director

Administrator

2.

Executive Director

Social Worker v

M.S.W.

3.

Therapist

Psychologist III

Ph.D.

4.

. a
Th erapJ.st

Social Worker v

M.S.W.

5.

Therapist

Social Worker III

M.S.W.

6.

Therapist

Psychologist II

M.A.

7.

Therapist

Registered Nurse III

R.N.

8.

Therapist

Mental Health Specialist II

B.A.

9.

Therapist

Mental Health Specialist II

B.A.

.

.

b

10.

PsychJ.atrJ.st

Licensed Psychiatrist I

M.D.

11.

Secretary

Clerk-Typist II

Diploma

12.

Secretary

Clerk-Typist II

Diploma

a
b

Part time - three days per week
Hourly - two days per week
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Table 14

PERSONNEL LISTING
FISCAL YEAR 1978

POSITION

CLASSIFICATION

DEGREE

1.

Section Director

Administrator

M.S.W.

2.

Executive Director

Social Worker v

M.S .W.

3.

Therapist

Psychologist III

Ph.D.

4.

Therapist a

Social Worker v

M.S .W.

5.

Therapist

Social Worker III

M.S .W.

6.

Therapist

Psychologist II

M.A.

7.

Therapistb

Social Worker II

M.S.W.

8.

. c
Th erap~st

Social Worker I

B.A.

9.

Th erap~st
. c

Social Worker I

B.A.

10.

Therapist

Registered Nurse III

R.N.

11.

. d
Psyc h'~atr~st

Licensed Psychiatrist

M.D.

12.

Psychiatriste

Licensed Psychiatrist

M.D.

13.

Secretary

Secretary II

Diploma

14.

Secretary

Secretary II

Diploma

15.

Recept~on~st

Receptionist I

Diploma

a
b

c
d

.

.

f

Part time - three days per week
New position
Change in classification
Hourly - one day per week

e New

· ·
pos~t~on

- one d ay per wee k

f

New

.

.

pos~t~on

- two d ays per week
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Table 15

PERSONNEL LISTING
FISCAL YEAR 1979

CLASSIFICATION

POSITION

DEGREE

1.

Administrative Director

Administrator

M.S.W.

2.

Program Director

Social Worker v

M.S.W.

3.

Therapist

Psychologist III

Ph.D.

4.

Th erap~st
. a

Social Worker v

M.S.W.

5.

Therapist

Social Worker III

M.S.W.

6.

Therapist

Psychologist II

M.A.

7.

Therapistb

Social Worker III

M.S .W.

8.

. c
Th erap~st

Social Worker III

M.S.W.

9.

Therapist

Social Worker II

10.

Therapist

Social Worker I

B.A.

11.

. d
Th erap~st

Social Worker II

M.S.W.

12.

. d
Th erap~st

Social Worker II

M.S.W.

13.

Th erap~st
. d

Social Worker II

M.S. W.

14.

Secretary

Secretary II

Diploma

15.

Receptionist

Secretary I

Diploma

16.

. e
Psych'~atr~st

Licensed Psychiatrist

M.D.

17.

Psychiatriste

Licensed Psychiatrist

M.D.

18.

Maintenance

Hourly

Diploma

a

f

Part time - three days per week

d

New

..

- hourly two days
per week
b
Change in classification - new hire e Hourly - one half day per week
c New position

pos~t~on

f Hourly - two days per week
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Table 16

PERSONNEL LISTING
FISCAL YEAR 1980

POSITION

CLASSIFICATION

DEGREE

1.

Administrative Director

Administrator

M.S. W.

2.

Program Director

Social Worker v

M.S.W.

3.

Psychologist III

Ph.D.

4.

Therapist
. a
Th erap1st

Social Worker v

M.S.W.

5.

Therapist

Social Worker III

M.S. W.

6.

Therapist

Psychologist III

M.A.

7.

Therapist

Social Worker III

M.S.W.

8.

Therapist

Social Worker III

M.S.W.

9.

Therapist

Social Worker II

M.S. W.

10.

Therapist

Social Worker I

B.A.

Social Worker II

M.S.W.

12.

Therapist
. b
Th erap1st

Social Worker II

M.S.W.

13.

Therapistb

Social Worker II

M.S.W.

14.

.
tc
Administrative ASS1Stan

Secretary III

Diploma

15.

Secretary

Secretary I

Diploma

Maintenance
. . e
Recept1on1st

Hourly

Diploma

Hourly

Student

Hourly

Student

19.

Receptioniste
. f
Psych'1atr1st

Licensed Psychiatrist

M.D.

20.

. f
Psych'1atr1st

Licensed Psychiatrist

M.D.

11.

16.
17.
18.

a

b

c
d

b

d

Part time - three days per week
Hourly - two days per week
Change in classification
Hourly - two days per week

e
f

New position - hourly - two and
a half days a week
Hourly - one half day a week
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income ranging from a minimum fee of $1.00 to a maximum
of $40.00.

The fee income is reported in Table 17 as

.
f.~gures. 10
part o f t h e ~ncome

The income increased

steadily for the four years, enabling the Center to retire
the mortgage on the building and to expand services.
The Budget included the income and expenses for
each fiscal year.
each fiscal year.

Table 17 presents final figures for
11

The budget process gave the Center

the means of assessing its economic potential for providing service on a planned basis for the four years.
Through this process, additional professional and clerical
positions were made available to support the program of
the Center.
The Records included forms used for intake, case
openings, treatment, fees, case closings and other
statistical data.

Essentially these forms remained the

same as those used in the outpatient program with minor
revisions.

These forms conformed to the requirements of

statistical reporting by the Department of Mental Health
for community programs.

Also using basically the same

type of records insured continuity of record keeping and
case information.

The revised forms for Far Northwest

Counselling Center are presented in Appendix F, p. 119 •
10

rbid., Form 120lc.

11 rbid., Form 120lc.
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Table 17

EXPENSE AND INCOMEa
FOR FISCAL YEARS 1977 to 1980

YEAR

1977

1978

1979

173,121

176,957

202,206

208,472

17,433

41,012

50,108

68,936

190,554

217,969

252,314

277,408

171,045

175,905

180,364

189,630

57,247

78,483

85,560

102,478

228,292

254,388

265,924

292,108

1980

Expenses:
Personnel
Contractual
Total

Income:
Grant Funds
Fee Income
Total

a

Surplus in income was allocated for retirement of mortgage
on property and for other expenses.
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This examination of program oriented factors
describes the gradual development of fiscal and personnel
segments of the Center's operation over the four periods
studied.

In Chapter V, these segments will be discussed

further.
C.

Community Oriented Factors
Community oriented factors are the features of

the Center's operation which intersect with the larger
community.

In this study, the community oriented factors

examined are:

(1) Lutheran Social Services of Illinois,

(2) the Advisory Board,

(3) consultation,

(4) referral

network, and (5) community education.
Lutheran Social Services of Illinois was the nonprofit, social welfare organization which sponsored the
Center in the community.

Yearly it provided social ser-

vices to over 150,000 persons in Illinois through 70
institutional and community programs.

During the four

years studied, Lutheran Social Services of Illinois provided fiscal and programmatic expertise for the Center.
With its network of church, school, and community support,
Lutheran Social Services of Illinois provided a built-in
"entree" into the community for the Center.

Throughout

the four years Lutheran Social Services focused on the
service aspect of the Center with the community, providing
direction and advocacy for its programs.
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The Advisory Board was the formally constituted
group of community residents who serve in an advisory
capacity to the Center and the director on matters of
community interest.

Its function included making community

needs known, helping to make the Center known to the
community, and advising on the direction of the Center's
services.
studied.

12

An Advisory Board functioned during the years

Among its projects were an annual "garage sale"

with the dual purpose of raising funds for the Center and
making the Center better known.

In addition, it sponsored

an open house for the Center in June 1979.
Consultation is defined as an indirect intervention.

Unlike other treatment, the consultant does not

meet with the client directly, but attempts to influence
intermediaries who do have direct contact with the client.
Examples of such intermediaries or "caregivers" are clergy,
law enforcement agents, and school personnel.

13

In order

to develop consultative relationships with the community
caregivers, the Center sponsored a clergy open house on
August. 20, 1976, to acquaint the clergy with the Center and
its services.

This event was followed by a dedication

of the Center on October 13, 1976, with invitations to 450
social, political, educational, and religious leaders of
12 Far Northwest Counselling Center Advisory Board,
minutes, Fiscal Year 1977 ~~rough 1980.
13Mann, Philip A. Community Psychology (New York:
The Free Press, 1978), pp. 91-2.
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the community.

In addition, an open house for the general

public was held later that same day.

14

These events marked

the beginnings of the consultative relationships with the
community by the staff.

Both of these events were well

attended and received newspaper coverage in the local press.
Since that time, a referral network has been developed.
The referral network involved all those agencies,
institutions, churches, and schools, as well as civic and
political organizations which made referrals to the Center
or to which the Center made referrals.

Table 18 presents

the tabulation of sources of referrals by percentage for
fiscal years 1979 and 1980.

15

A substantial number of

referrals came from this referral network in both years.
Community education is those activities, programs,
and contacts with the community, by the Center, which
educated and instructed the general public about mental
health.

During the four years studied, the Center pub-

lished a newsletter describing the work of the Center and
the educational programs available to the public.

In

-

addition, in fiscal years 1978 and 1979, the Center
sponsored a lecture series on mental health issues presented
by staff members.

Along with these efforts, special groups

14 Far Northwest Counselling Center, Dedication
Report, October 1976.
15 Illinois Department of Mental Health, D.I.S.,
F.N.C.C. Yearly Client Services Reports, Fiscal Years
1979 and 1980.
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Table 18

SOURCE OF REFERRAL BY PERCENTAGE
FOR FISCAL YEARS 1979 and 1980

SOURCE OF REFERRAL .
State aided facility
Hospital/Physician

1979

1980

12.76

13.29

5.71

3.80

Alcoholics Anonymous
Corrections or Court

.60
1.43

2.40

.71

.50

Family

32.24

43.96

Self

14.59

11.59

School

10.82

4.50

2.24

2.20

Employer

Other State agency
State Law Enforcement

.08

County Law Enforcement

.10

.10

City Law Enforcement

.20

.20

19.20

16.78

Community
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were conducted on parenting and on stress.

In addition,

in all four years the staff members lectured to P.T.A.
groups, civic organizations, and church groups about
mental health issues.

16

Reviewing the community oriented factors, the
Center utilized the identification with Lutheran Social
Services of Illinois for entree

into

the community.

During the four years studied, the Center undertook
initiatives through its Advisory Board and also through
its consultation and community education efforts to
increase its working relationships with the community.
Summary
This Chapter reported the results of a study of
the historical development of the Far Northwest Counselling
Center for the four fiscal years of 1977 to 1980.

This

study examined three key factors in that historical
development:

{1) client oriented factors,

{2) program

oriented factors, and (3) community oriented factors.

The

importance of these factors will be discussed in Chapter V.

16 Far Northwest Counselling Center, Community
Education Descriptions, Fiscal Years 1977 through 1980.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Summary
This study has concentrated on the historical
development of the Far Northwest Counselling Center as
a community mental health center.

It emerged from the

Chicago Area Zone Plan, which envisaged the creation of
local mental health service for each designated community
in metropolitan Chicago.

By January 1974, the predecessor

to the Center, the Out-patient Program at Chicago-Read
Mental Health Center, served only one service area, the
Edison Park Planning area.

This "catchment" area con-

sisted of the five City of Chicago neighborhoods of
Edison Park, Norwood Park, Jefferson Park, Dunning and
O'Hare.
In January 1974, the outpatient program was renamed
the Edison Park Community Mental Health Clinic to more
accurately reflect the geographic area served as well as
the clinic's community mission.

From January 1974, until

April 1976, the clinic operated as a quasi-community mental
health center providing service to the community.

In this

two year period, the clinic progressed considerably both
in organization and in program development.
69

At the time
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of the transfer to community ownership and location, the
outpatient program had developed the structural basis upon
which to build a community mental health center.

During

this same period, the Department of Mental Health conducted
an intensive effort to transfer the clinic to community
ownership and location.

This transfer effort took two

simultaneous and interrelated forms:

(1) the formation

of a community Advisory Board, and (2) the search for a
community sponsor.
In January 1974, the formation of a Community
Advisory Board was begun by contacting key community leaders
in order to gain their interest and participation.

This

core group of community representatives formed an Ad Hoc
Committee on Mental Health which over a period of nine
months developed into an Advisory Board with By-laws and
elected officers.

In September 1974, the Department of

Mental Health proposed that this Board incorporate and
sponsor the clinic in the community.

But the Board

declined this proposal, deciding rather to concentrate on
its own development and contact with the community in a
strictly advisory capacity to the clinic.
Meanwhile, during this same period of time, the
Department of Mental Health was seeking actively for a
potential suitable sponsor for the clinic.

In March 1975,

the search narrowed to three viable candidates:

Leyden

Family Services and Mental Health Center, Lutheran Welfare
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Services of Illinois, and the Salvation Army.

After several

months of discussion, Lutheran Welfare Services of Illinois
emerged as the most appropriate and interested potential
sponsor.

By December 1975, this Agency declared its inten-

tion to sponsor the clinic in the community.
On March 8, 1976, after months of negotiation in
order to work out the transfer agreement, the Department
of Mental Health announced its intention to transfer the
program to Lutheran Welfare Services of Illinois as of
April 1, 1976.

The president of the Advisory Board called

a special meeting to discuss this announcement.

He voiced

his opposition to the transfer, but the majority of the
Board supported the transfer.
On June 14, 1976, the clinic opened at 6075 North
Northwest Highway, Chicago, under the name of the Far
Northwest Counselling Center.

The first four years of

operation (July 1, 1976 to June 30, 1980) witnessed the
development of three key factors:

client oriented factors,

program oriented factors, and community oriented factors.
In each of these areas, the survival and transition stage
gave way to a stage of expansion and self-definition.

That

is, the center experienced a successful transition from an
outpatient program for a state mental health hospital to a
community owned and located mental health center.
The client oriented factors studied were:
ment programs,

(2) case-load,

(1) treat-

(3) number of clients seen,
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(4} client contacts,

(5) program objectives.

In each of

these areas, there was substantial growth over the period
of the study.

The clients who were served exhibited a

dramatic increase.

The program objectives reflected the

movement away from survival concerns to a focus of expansion and development.

Likewise, the program oriented

factors indicated the growth process of the center.
factors were:

(1} facilities,

(4) budget, and (5) records.

(2) staff,

These

(3) fee structure,

By the end of the four years,

the facilities had become too small for the expanding
needs of the program.

At the same time, the size of the

staff and income from fees had experienced significant
growth.

Finally, the community oriented factors also

showed signs of maturity.

These factors were:

Social Services of Illinois,
sultation,
tion.

(2} Advisory Board,

(1) Lutheran
(3) con-

(4} referral network, and (5) community educa-

In addition to providing management expertise,

Lutheran Social Services of Illinois furnished a respected
entree into the community.

Although less effective than

it might have been, the Advisory Board through its activity
made the Center more widely known in the community.

Over

the four years studied, the Center developed its consultation and referral network through formal and informal
contacts with the community caregivers.

In addition, the

Center made some initiatives in community mental health
education through lectures and special "self-help" groups.
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This summary presents the results of a study of the
Far Northwest Counselling Center from its inception to its
transfer to the community to its present day operation.

It

documents the historical development of the Center over a
period of six years.

The picture that emerges is that of

an organized, growing community mental health program providing service to a large urban community.
A review of the significant components of the
historical development of the Far Northwest Counselling
Center reveals a process which may be termed a metamorphosis.
The term metamorphosis has been used by organizational
theorists to describe new views on the life cycles of
organizations reflecting changes in conditions and structures.

All assume a multi-stage cycle.

1

Far Northwest Counselling Center fits the metamorphosis model in that it grew in several stages.

The early

stage was the large outpatient program at Chicago-Read
Mental Health Center, followed by the middle stage as the
Edison Park Community Clinic, and the final stage as the
Far Northwest Counselling Center.

With each of these stages,

the program experienced changes resulting in a clearer selfdefinition of the Center and its community orientation.
As with many other centers, Far Northwest Counselling
1 Messal, Judith L.
"Organizational Growth and
Change: The Life Cycle of a Community Mental Health Center"
Administration in Mental Health 8, (1) (Fall 1980), pp.
12-22.
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Center was a "spin-off" of a pre-existing governmental program to one of community ownership and location.

With this

transfer, the clients, staff, programs, and area served
remained the same immediately before and after the transition.

This overall consistency seems to have aided in the

successful transplanting of the Center into the community.
This high degree of "sameness" defined more clearly what.
was being transferred.
The preparation and planning invested in the program
during its years as the Edison Park Community Clinic seems
to have assisted the transition process.

The early sur-

veys and community needs assessments focused the program on
the unmet mental health needs of the community.

At the same

time, the dialogue between the Advisory Board and the
Department of Mental Health provided a public forum in
which to discuss the direction and plan for the program.
Similarly, the activities of the clinic itself and the
Advisory Board built bridges with the existing caregivers
and institutions in the community.
The question arises as to what would have been the
outcome had the Advisory Board accepted the Department of
Mental Health proposal to incorporate and sponsor the
program?

Perhaps the program would have become a community

mental health center earlier than it did eventually.

Also,

the Center might have had more of a "grass-roots .. community
identity with a Citizen Board as its sponsor.

However, the
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Advisory Board did not feel ready or willing to assume this
fiscal and programatic responsibility.

Assuming this type

of responsibility without readiness, expertise, or enthusiasm would seem to augur poorly for the success of such
an arrangement.
As cited in Chapter I, Burd and Richmond argue for
the benefits of an effective partnership of public and
private sectors in the provision of human services.

2

The

benefits they identified will be examined to see if they
apply to the partnership between the Department of Mental
Health and Lutheran Social Services of Illinois in the
sponsorship of the Far Northwest Counselling Center.

On

the side of the public service agency, the benefits are
these:

(1) efficient expansion of services,

(2) critical

analysis of services, (3) professional cross-fertilization,
and (4) better coordination of services.
In the present case, the services were expanded
without having to increase the size of the public
bureaucracy.

In fact, the opposite occurred, with the

government employees becoming part of the private workforce.

Also, the transfer allowed the public agency to

become the "outside" monitor of the program.

However, since

the contacts between the two entities were of a limited
2Burd, Ronald, and Richmond, Julius:
"The Public
and Private Sector: A Developing Partnership in Human Services" American Journal of Orthopsychiatry 49 (2), {April,
1979): pp. 218-229.
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formal nature, there was little opportunity for professional
cross-fertilization.

The transfer plan allowed the govern-

mental agency to plan with the sponsoring agency and the
Center for the delivery, costs and objectives of the
desired services.
On the side of the private sector, the benefits are
these:

(1) advancement of organizational goals,

sion of client base,

(2) expan-

(3) increased funding support,

{4) con-

tributions to system-wide improvement.
In this instance, Lutheran Social Services of
Illinois was able to advance its community service mission
by sponsoring the program.

Similarly, it was able to

reach a greater client base with a defined set of mental
health needs.

The funding of the agency was increased both

through the grant-in-aid funds and through the fee income.
Finally, as a private agency operating in the public arena,
it was able to influence decision making and policy development in the area of mental health delivery systems.
From an historical point of view, the sponsorship
by Lutheran Social Services of Illinois was a turning point

in the development of the program.

The sponsorship pro-

vided the management expertise on a community level and a
well known and respected entree into the community.

During

the four years of the operation in the community, Lutheran
Social Services of Illinois has continued to provide both of
these valuable functions for Far Northwest Counselling Center.
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The name change from the Edison Park Community
Mental Health Clinic to the Far Northwest Counselling
Center provided a dramatic illustration of the change
from state hospital ownership and location to community
ownership and location.

And as the results illustrate,

the Center experienced significant growth in client
oriented factors, program oriented factors, and community
oriented factors during the four years in the community.
From a cost-effectiveness perspective, the increase in
service was effected through relatively moderate increases
in costs.

However, the less than effective development of

the Advisory Board pointed to a need for restructuring in
order to make it more useful to the program.

The size

of the present facilities presented a burden on existing
programs and a block to future expansion.
The Center seems to have the means at hand to deal
with the implications of its rapid development.

Its

funding in grant-in-aid funds has remained stable with
moderate increases over the past four years.

Equally

important, its fee income has risen to meet increasing
costs of operating the program.

From a community stand-

point, the Center has enjoyed good consultative and referral
relationships with the caregivers and institutions in the
community.

These identified strengths could provide the

means for continued development of the Center as a
co~~unity

mental health center.
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Conclusion
For this summary and discussion of the historical
development of the Far Northwest Counselling Center as a
community mental health center, several conclusions and
recommendations appear appropriate.
Conclusions
1.

The Chicago Area Zone Plan was the enabling

public policy which insured that the Edison Park Planning
Area would eventually develop its own community mental
health center.
2.

The prior operation of the outpatient program

at Chicago-Read Mental Health Center as a quasi-community
mental health center for fiscal years 1975 and 1976 made
the program an available and suitable candidate for "spinoff" to community ownership and location.
3.

The open and public nature of the search for

a community sponsor and the activity of the Advisory Board
during fiscal years 1975 and 1976 aided the public readiness
to accept the transfer of the proqram to the community.
4.

During fiscal years 1977 through 1980, the

Far Northwest Counselling Center experienced rapid and
substantial growth as evidenced in three key areas:
(1) clients served,

(2) programs, and (3) community activi-

ties.
5.

The sponsorship by Lutheran Social Services of

Illinois was pivotal to the successful transfer of the
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program to the community.

Continued sponsorship by

Lutheran Social Services has insured continued access
to the community and provided necessary management
expertise for the operation of the program.
6.

The consistent implementation of the fee

policy with the resulting increase in fee income contributed greatly to the financial viability of the Center.
7.

The socio-economic stability of the community

enabled the Center to provide basic counseling services
to a great number of community residents without extensive
program changes.
Recommendations
1.

Based on the rapid development of the Far

Northwest Counselling Center, the Center should initiate
a goal-setting process in order to establish priorities
and to plan for continued development in the coming years.
2.

A careful analysis should be undertaken of the

current funding structures with emphasis on documentation
of the program's cost effectiveness with a view towards
expanding funding.
3.

The Advisory Board should be encouraged to

participate more actively in the direction and development
of the Center.

This would imply development of the

Advisory Board itself and its function as a bridge to and
from the community.
4.

A community outreach program including
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community education, consultation, and network building,
should become a permanent objective of the Center to
strengthen ties with the community and to identify unmet
needs and underserved clients.
5.

As part of this community outreach program,

further analysis should be conducted on the economic,
ethnic, religious, and civic resources in the community
to identify the needs of the community.
Implications
The study of the historical development of the Far
Northwest Counselling Center implies that an affiliation
with a respected social service agency provides for the
effective access to a community.

Also the consistent

implementation of an equitable fee policy contributes
greatly to the financial stability of a center.

In addi-

tion, a center needs to continually reach out to the
existing caregivers in the community in order to be
responsive to the total community.

The continued growth

of this Center, and perhaps other centers, seems to
depend on close collaboration with the community and sound
fiscal management.
Future Research
The present research was an historical documentary
case study of the development of the Far Northwest Counselling Center as a community mental health center.

Future
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studies should focus on the influence of individuals,
political and social forces, or other contemporary factors
as a means of describing the development of the Center.
During the early formation stages when the transfer plan
was being implemented these factors were most evident.

For

the period of fiscal years 1975 and 1976, the Department of
Mental Health was represented by several key administrators,
including the Subregion Director, and his successor, and the
Coordinator of Community Relations.
The Subregion Director and his successor represented
the Department in the overall direction and implementation
of the transfer plan.

They had the authority to commit

personnel and funding to the transfer as well as to make
policy commitments.

The Coordinator of Community Relations

worked with. the Subregion Director as his representative to
the community, the Advisory Board, and the potential sponsoring agencies.

During the transition stage, he played a

key role in the direction and execution of the transfer plan
and the negotiations with Lutheran Social Services.

Through-

out fiscal year 1975 and 1976, these individuals were
responsible for the consistent implementation of the transfer plan.
As mentioned earlier, the Advisory Board provided a
bridge between the program and the community.
of the Advisory Board aided in this vital task.

The composition
The Advisory

Board was composed of individuals indigenous to the community.
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A survey of the Board revealed that the Board members
represented all five geographic areas served by the program
with members from the religious, political, educational and
social segments of the community.

Notable among these were

a representative from the local Alderman's office, an
administrator from the local private hospital, and a representative of the District Police Commander.

In addition the

other members represented business connections to the
community, as well as memberships in local community
organizations, churches, and Parent Teacher Associations.
The Advisory Board reflected the "grass-roots" of the
community while at the same time its membership included
members connected with the influential social, educational,
and political institutions of the community.
During the time of its transition, and after its
establishment in the community, the program enjoyed extensive newspaper coverage.

This coverage allowed the wider

community to become aware of the Center while it helped to
focus public opinion on the activity surrounding the Center.
The editors of the community newspapers followed the
development of the Center extensively.

Their personal

interest and the resulting coverage helped the Center become
a "community entity".
These factors:

the role of the Department of Mental

Health; the "representativeness" of the Advisory Board
members; and the newspaper coverage; all combined to support
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and strengthen the transition of the program from an out-

patient psychiatric clinic to a community mental health
center.

These forces could be studied as a means of

assessing the Center's development as a community mental
health center.

Also, an experimental or factorial analysis

of the Center for the period studied might prove valuable.
As far as the Center is concerned, a permanent research
effort could generate valuable knowledge on community mental
health issues for the entire field.
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INTAKE QUESTIONNAIRE

DA1'E::

DMH I.D. No.
ALIASES OR

NAME:~:-----:------~-:-:---~~~-=--:~- MAIDEN NAl-U::: - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(last)
(first) (middle)
CURRENT
ADDRESS:
(street & number)
(city)
(state) (county)
TIME AT ABOVE ADDRESS: - - - - - - - - - '
SEX

BIRTH
DATE

PLACE OF

{tif:")

PHGNE:

RE!\T:
OWN GO;·;E:

yes _ _ _
yes _ _ _

No _ __
No _ __

I OCCUPATION

YEARS IN
ILLINOIS

AGE

BIR~

no::1~

YES_ _ NO

YEARLY
INCOME

EDUCATION
VETERAN YES __ NO __
WPLOYED YZZ _ _ T iiC\i LO!IG EMPLOYED
Yrs
DEPENDENT OF V!IT? YES
NO_
};
_ _ t l:Ci-1 LOi~<; UNC:i·ii:'LO"iED - - """PAS":""":':T::--=-PS""Y""'C""'H~I..,..AT=::R"""I"'C-:H""'O"'So::P-::-IT=-AL~I"""7.A~T==I""O~N,...----.~...o----- .,---·
OR OTHER MAJOR TREATMENT (Include dates)
SERVICES DESIRED:
ADDRESS OP-. DATE

NAME

T~l:C.':'.S!::D

FAMILY
PHYSICIA."l'
HUSBAND OR
!·?!!!

HAlDEN NAME

•

~~D
IN CASE OF

~

EMERGENCY

~-=--------~----CONSERVATOR
(in

char~e

GUARDIAN

Na!lle

~~----

of estate)
HOUSE!:!O!.D co~:rc:n:m::
(Othe:: People Liv_in!! !11 Ro~~>
Age
~:at!s

Relation

i
R.: :~.a :::!.on

Age

---------·---DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS T.J;J'E
Geosr~phic
-----------------------~da:
SR____
DIAGNOSTIC C O D E : - - - - - - - - - - - INTA.IQ: {.IOR.'<i::R:______

PROVISIONAL DIAGNOSIS:

AABD

,\FDC

IN:::r.----~
T~

--~~~~~~~~~~;;~P~A~:c:~:~:::P:o:::?:A~~c~u~R=;~?~o~;:~:;
__DISPOSITION OF APPLICATION
__Applicant t•lit;hdrew
__Not accepted-No !l.eferral
_Referred ::o:
Facility:_________
Worker T!1ere:
D.;te of f....pp::

1

FOH. 1·!EDICAL ::;TJ..l';;" J~:LY j
Accept for Inpntien: Care
1'ype of Adrol.c'!l:i.on - Inf,
Vol
PC
Emer:
D&E_Ct. Or:!er_ l.'AE
OTHER
Adll'.ission w...::el !.:.> ~
i'are::~t ':lard (!f ci:Zfercnt): - - - - - - - - -

INTAKE SUMNAR'!
READ - CHICAGO STATE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

101

Patient's Name __~------------------~Staff Worker_·------------------------Address _______________________________Telephone No. _________________________
Age___ Sex_________Marital Status _ _ _...;Race _ _Date of lst Contact _ _ ___
1. Statement of problems, precipitating factors, etc; 2. Current life situation
3. Pertinent genetic factors; 4. Impressions of patient and recommendations;
5. Disposition

Illinois Department of Mental Health
SOCIAL S£RVICE EUCimUTY DETERMINATION (Preliminary Form)

IJMH-107~

Rev. 4/72

Nante offaclity _______________________________________________

102

Facility Reporting No.----------------IO. No. _____________________________

Nante of c l i e n t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (First)
(Last)
Social Security No. ______________________
I. Are you enJ:ering the faclllty vohmtanly *?

Yes

0

NoD

II. If the answer to Question (I) is Yes, answer the fol!owing questions. U the answer is No, mark the Ineligible category at the
bottont of (V) below.

1. Have you or your family received Federal Public Aid Assistance within the last two yeatS?
2. Are you or your family current!y receiving Federal Public Aid Assistance?
3. Do you or your family have pending an application for Federal Public Aid Assistance?

Yes
Yes
Yes

0
0
O

Ill. If the answer to any of the questions i.; (Il) above is Yes, indicate the applicable category of Public Assistance:
A.
Aid to Fa."ilies with Dependent Children
.
Blind Asiistance
B.
Federal Medical Assistance (minor child
Old Ag'e Assistance
in the family)
Disability Assistance
Fedenl Medical Assistance (no minor child in the family)

0
0

0
0
0
0

IV. Fill out the following table using the definitions of Family Size_** and Incomef**
Income-Family Size Table
Family Size

Am>Ual Income
in$

1

2

3

.

Sormore

0 to 3,000

--3, 001 to

4,500

4, 501 to 6,000
6, 001 to 7,500

7,501 to 9,000

9, 001 to 12,000

..

12,001 to 15,000
15, OOl and Up
V. Instructions for determining Social Service Eligibility:

AFDC:

Applicable if:
a) Either box under (filA) is checked or
b) There is a minor child included inthe family size and a check mad< appealS above the heavy line in the
Income-Family Size Table

AABD:

Applicable if:
a) Any box under (InB) is checked or
b) A check mark appears above th;heavy line in the Income-Family Size Table, and
(1) The individual is 60 years of age or older, or
--(2) The individual has a progressive eye condition likely to result in blindness within five yeass, or
(~)The individual is 13 years of age or over and has a physical or mental condition that impaiss his
ability to wed<*-

Ineligible:

Applicable if the answer to Question (l) is :-lo or !!!answers to questions Number (Il-l) and (Il-2) and (n-3) are
No~ if the check mark on the Income-Family Size Table appears~ the heavy dividing line.

Social Service Eligibility:

_ _ _ _ _ 1 AABD

Date of
Determinatlon - - - - - - - - - - - -

--------2

AFDC

- - - - - 3 Ineligible

Name of
InteNiewer ___________________________
(~eii;:titioas on back)

Unit----------

io3

----------FEE

DETE~~INATION

Patient's Name ________________________________________

~Aqe

__________

Modality and frequency of service __________________________________
Income and number of dependents ____________________________________
Recommended fee __·---------------------------Actual fee ____________________________
determined_____________
~Date

Justification

-------------------------------------------------

Worker's signature and classification_____________________________
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NOTE: Completely shaded fields are OPIIOtlal

CASE OPENING FORM

ALIGNMENT INSTRUCTIONS
INSERT FORM. ALIGN. TYPE AN ·x· IN ONE BOX AT LEFT - TYPE AN ·x· IN ONE BOX AT RIGHT.
IF ·x·s· DO NOT FALL WITHIN BOXES, RE-ALIGN FORM AND REPEAT.

~ FACILITY OR

UNIT
CODE

CLINIC

1

CUENTIDNO

CITY

CLIENT ADDRESS • NO & STREET

NUMBER

I
I
I

DIAGNOSIS

I

I FACIUTY OR l
CUNIC

L.. .l1_...;_1

I

I
•~ITIAI.

'

TREATMENT CATEGORY

..

I

~~T

~

11 L J11

NUMBER

J _ _ J_ _
IS ONLY

to

I

'

011

,_

' INELIGIBLE UNKNOWN

-..

STATUS

""'

I COIIIIU .. TYi
,-::. PlACEMENT I

/11 1211111 .I

CASE OPENING DATE

I

""'

~

CAY

~ ...

YR

....

_,

I

R£'

j1; I !21 . j3f

·cane

Code· and! or "CI*tt 10'' .rrd/or

11
....

.::-

!ltN

~OGAAI'HIC

coo.i.

I I

--

....

RACE
....JE••c

·~·

l
:JI"If......

111 /21 131 !41 151 !61
DELIVERY MODE (EXPECTED)
:::••
-11fH1
.?t-~
~

II

111 121 131 141

I

I

"""

.=..

____..I_._II.___..__.____..t__,/___._.1I I

uMd to correct

Dat•" wtiCh was gr8VIQUSiy SYCWMt..:J ., error

!

15 I 161/ i 71 IS I I

111

I

CLIENT ID NO.

.l..-1L - 1

L__ This sectiOI'I ot tne torm

i

ZIP

SOCIAL SERVICE EUGIBIUTY

'

(OMIT DASHES)

l

. -.
I 111 121 1311/41
- ...."""' 111
1j
I

SOCIAL SECURITY

I

'"

ION IF CASE CLOSEO AT lNT AI(J
CLIIUC T'fAMIUTiO
wftEfUUIAL W 10Ul

CUENT
j
WIT110AEW I

LAST NAME

CLIENT • FIRSi NAME

~~

OAV

i I! I

!

Dt5PO

CASE OPENING DATE

NUMBER

INTIAL

- - -

_,..

MARITAL STATUS

j!~fll

!

""

STAFF ID NO.

- --

·~

REPORTING DATE

REPORTED BY

SOURCE OF RSFERRAL
Ot

10
11

8CJ

Self

Family relau,._
P'nenda

~ R~~~~·"~:::!.':,:::-~-------------"·8
Putltlc rnenlall'loaprl&i tfederal,

JJ

~unlJ, catyl

Psyc:tuar.nc senrc:e cenerel hoscntal

l4 ~ Rea~d.nti-' treatme.nt cencer lor cftdMea
.U
Tr•rnanc achool for ment•l retardlfbaft
2'
Other JMJCtuatnc rnp.n•nt !ac:dity

ll
l:l

JJ

E.DUCAT10N OP ADUt.T PAT1ENT OR HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD IF PATIENT
IIA CHJU)

o~Unkoow•
I
t.... Utan"th l'f'edlt

§

4th. 5dl. 6Ut or 7lh.,.....
lth..,..

:z

Privaae paJc:hracriac
Other outpatient psydriatric chtrte
PsJctuatne d&J care centel'

]
4

Hrch $cftool not compl...
Hrch SchoeN comptete

5
<I ~ Pnvau pi'IJIICra"
42 I
L.ou.l health department
43
Ci•Mral lklcpuall not ps,chutne
4.a
NurSJnl hDnM
4'
Other medka& or Maltl'l SCeftCJ'

~o~adl

OCCUPATION OP ADULT I' AnENT OR. HEAD OP HOUSEHOLD IP PAT1ENT
rs A CHILO
Q

~ P~.e.

tec:ttmc.al :1111111 lundred ..,orken
FanMN and 1Mr11 menepn

l

'ss·

M~ otft~e and

2 t
l

>0

70
80

§

Soc rat MTYice ac•ncy 1 lftal'riace c~llnc.
Co"'"· con-ec:t10n.1 '"stuunon. pohce, ec.e.
SchocH letemenury, ftrcb sci'IOol, ~~

He:. 1

SHO'Itf'Mton e.-cepe farm

c:....ca~ ...ct krndNd wora ....

•

s..-. ...........

6

Cr•ftamen. fa,._,_ afMI k.rndred wortt•n
Os-r•we and lundNd worilere
Pn•.ce "-uMhOict •or..,.

7 ·
I

S~ce - - ..... eK~I pnvat• ~d
9 '
Farm Ia boNn arM. foremen
X
L.atlloren ucept' farrll and !'lnfte
'( ~ IJnk.nown.. IUM""*ioyed. not ,. ....... no tu.cory ol.moto'fm•nt
: :...J HeNMW1la

?~R

P1YCHIATRJC CARE ICheck ail
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1 :1111(
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cb..e
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RESPONSIBLE STAFF ·LAST NAME
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SEX

State of Illinois
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AUTHORIZATION FOR RELEASE OF INFORMATION
BY DEPARTMENT
TO

Zone Admr. /Superintendent (Facility name, City and Zone No.)

2.

Date

3. Patient's name

4. ID No.

7.

5. Social Security No.

Admitted as:

0
0

Informal
Voluntary

0
0
0

Phys. Certificate
Emergency
Courr Order

6. County of acmission

0 Menrally retarded
O Other

8. Purpose of .request for information:

9. Having been fully informed of the circ=tances in connection with the request for information from my clinical record,
I hereby grant to the Department of Mental Health the authority ro release such information ro (see DMH·Rule 5. 01):
10. My personal physician (name and address)

11. Mental Health Clinic serving my home area (name and address)

12. After•care facility to which l will be released, if l_<nown (name and address)

13. Other authorized person or agency (including Insurance Companies and Social Security Administration for purpose
of obtaining benefits) (name and address)

14. Signarure of Patient, Guardian or Conservaror

15. Relationship to patient

16.

Address of Guardian or Conservator

17. Wimess (name and address)

If the patient is legally competent he must sign this himseif. If he is legally incompetent, it must be signed by :he guardian
or conservator only. If ;>atient is a minor, parent may sign. If patient is competent bur unable to sign, his mark or consent
may tre witnessed.
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CLOSING Sm!MARY
Name of Patient _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _C.OORDINATOR: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DATE ASSIGNED:
NUMBER OF INTERVIEt.n;

DATE CLOSED: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

=----------

NO.I' - - - - - - - '

ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH & DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES
DIVISION OF INFORMATION SERVICES

=f

107

DMH1007
Rev. 8/74

CLOSING FORM
PICA

ELITE

ALIGNMENT INSTIIUCTION.
INSERT FORM. ALIGN. TYPE AN ·x· IN ONE BOX AT LEFT - TYPE AN ·x· IN ONE 80X AT RIGHT.
IF "X"S" DO NOT FALL WITHIN BOXES. RE·ALIGN I'ORM AND REP£AT.
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REPORT ON TI-ffi SURVEY
OF THE HELPING PROFESSIONS
IN TilE EDISON PARK PLANNING AREA
The following report is the results of 160 questionnaires which were
sent to twenty-five schools, sixty doctors, fifty-four Clergyman, and
twenty-one other agencies in the Edison Park Planning Area (Edison
Park, Norwood Park, Jefferson Park, Durming, and The Unincorporated
Area around O'Hare Airport). Thirty questionnaires were completed and
returned. This figure represents a random sample of some 19% of those
surveyed. This sample provides an adequate basis for some general
conclusions and projections.
On the basis of this data the following can be asserted: The Clergy
and doctors deal with the widest range of emotional and mental problems
of the greatest number of persons in the widest social, economic,
marital, employment, and age groups. In most instances the helping
professions surveyed rely on private referral sources, and private
hospitals.
In those cases were Department of Mental Health Services were used,
doctors and agencies used them most. Outpatient, in-patient hospitalization and Children and Adolescent Services were the most frequently
used services in that order.
Those who did use Department Services were satisfied with the follow
through and the feedback provided, as well as the treatment given.
Only a small percentage experienced difficulties, mostly relating to
juristriction and catchment area .
.Major concerns of the group were marital and family problems, emotional
problems of children and adolescence, and alcoholism. Drug Abuse,
delinquency and problems with the elderly didn't seem like significant
issues.
The group seemed interested in crisis intervention, with the majority
rating the questions "What can be done for a person who· is need of
immediate mental health treatment," and rrwhat can I do for someone
threatening to harm himself or others," as the areas they are interested
in learning more about.
for learning more about Department of Mental Health Services , the
group indicated a high preference for learning more about individual,
marital, and family therapy, Adult Outpatient Program and Children and
Adolescent Programs.

As

The majority expressed a willingness to attend an Open House and many
expressed a desire to get further information about the Department of
Mental Health and Subregion Programs.
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS:
That an Open House be planned for the Edison Park Planning Area sponsored
by the Subregion with special programs featuring Adult Out-patient
Services, Children and Adolescent Program, and Crisis Intervention.
That the Invitation include a pamphlet similar to the Community Mental
Health Pamphlet sent for the Clergy Institute outlining Subregion
services and resources.
That the agencies and helping groups not covered by this survey, such
as police be polled as to need of service.
That the possibility of a walk-in center be explored for the Edison
Park Planning Area in view of the extensive use of private facilities
and professionals.

QUESTIONNAIRE
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1.

Name aod Title.________________________________________________________________

II.

Agency or Profession_________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________

~Phone

___________________

Ill •

Type of Service Provided ____________________________________________________

IV.

Of What Kinds of Emotional Difficulties do the people you serve most frequently
Complain OF? __________~--------------~-----------------------------------

v.

Where Do You Usually Refer People For Psychiatric Service? ______________________

VI.

Have You Ever Referred a Case to Chicago-Read Mental Health Center, 4200 N. Oak
Park Avenue? __________Yes _ _ _ _ __.No
If Yes, Did You Refer for Hospitalization____________
Out Patient Program_____________
Children and Adolescent's Program______________
Da·: Tra;:.tment S.:hoo '-------------

VII.

Did the Person,._,

w Through oil your Referral?______________________________

VIII. Oid You Expect Feedback From our Agency? ______________O.id" You Get It? ___________
IX.

Did You or the Person Encounter Difficulties in Your Referral? _________________-lf so, what were they?________________________________________________________

X.

Was Patient Treated to Your Satisfaction?_____________________________________

XI.

The Majority of People
Children
Adolescents

Deal with are:
Single _ _ _ _Employed
Married _______U.nemployed

Adults

')ivorced

Elderly

:epa rated
.. i . j.,wed

Unemployed

--~

Low ($7-10,000)
11:ddle ($10-12,000
Upper• ( over $12,000)

Questionnarle (continued)
XII.
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Page 2

From Your Experiences in This Community, How Would You Rank

the·~ollowing

in

Terms of least to most Prevalent?
(From I to 7) --------~Marital Problems
--------~Drug

_________Delinquency

Abuse

----Emotional

------~Family

ProblPms

----~A l.coho II sm

________.-Problems with Elderly

Problems of Childhood and Adolescence.

XIII. I would be interested in learning more about the following:
------------~Vhat

can be done for a person who is in need of immediate mental

health treatment?
____________W.hat are a patient's rights?
___________W.hat I can do for someone threatening to harm himself or others?
___________.How I can participate in a Citizen's Advisory Board to this center?
XIV.

I am primarily interested in learning more about
I.

following services at Read:

Children and Adolescent Programs (794-3875)

2. Adult

XV.

t~e

Cut~atient

Program (794-3602 or 794-3610)

3.

In-patient services (hospitalization) (794-3880)

4.

Individual, Marital, and Family

5.

Crisis Intervention (crisis telephone 794-3609)

6.

Home lnterventien Team (794-3604)

~herapy

(.794-3602 or 794-3610)

I am interested in:
the open house on April 4, 1973.

I.

--------~Attending

2.

__________.Not attending myself, but will send a substitute.

3.

__________.Not attending.

4.

__________G.etting further information.

APPENDIX D
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ADDRESS: __________________________________________

____________

,
f:":j}11:

TYPE OF 'POUK: _ _ _ _ _ _
ORG.\N!Z.\TIOHS:. (e!.g •. P,T.A., C=unity Groups) _______ _

COKr.DNITY

AP~:

,.,

,~,

(plcQse check

on~)

Zd it~ on Park

{2) Norwood

Par~

(3} S'lfferl!on r~=k

(4) ))unoing

---1

(5) O'Hare
(5) Oth.zr_______

~auld lik~

to ?4rtici?ate on the following

(1) Community

co~!t:~as.

Ad~isory ~oard

(2) Search Committee
(3) Hemberehip CcDDittae - to enlist h&lp ou ecmcittees
(4) Fsct Vinding

t~ diac~ar

(6)

V0lunr.~er

- to t.rGrk. en

(8)

~uolicity

- to

(1.1) Otn<lu -

'1/i4

-

ccmmunity

Ch.icsgc-ll~&d

info~ t~ c~~nity

p'la~s.'!!

sp.1ci£y

~e=a

unit9

HS
Residents of the followin,: c==ities; f.Jison Perk. Jefferson Perk, \:or.,.ood Park,
flunnin~ and O't:!ara, a-ce plannin~t a c:c:-.'.l:!unity mental health clinic. 1·'e are conducting a survey of our nei;::hbors to help us decide which eervices are needecl in
this area.
1.

Do you live cr work in one of these areas?
Edison Park
:. effe-cson Park
Nor.-ood l'arlt
Dt..-nning
O'Tio.ra

Other
2.

Ple::se check Sit1 items belet; that you eon!lidc:r to be problems in yo-:~r c=unity.

1.
2.
.3.

alcoholisr.z
drug abuse
se.,ool p-rabl.Gms

4.

un~ployment
marria~te problems
family c:~:nications
child abuse or ne~lect

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

gambling
juvenile delinquency
serious· m0<1ey problems
lack of activities for senior c1ti%:ens
lack of services for the r.1entsl handicapped
lack of se.!"Vices for the mentally ill

14.
15.
3.

F'rcm tha above list which. problems do you think are the three most serious ones
in your eemmunity. (Lict the most se~ious proa~em firgt).

1.#
2. I

3.
4.

~fuieh

H

of the

followin~

services should

~ie

clinic offer to community residents?

~srria~e

coanselin•
iaol:!ily counseling
medicine for those who need it
eounselit~~t
foll~J up esre for ~atients

drug

from mental health hospitals
help for f~ilies with mentally handicap?ed children
help refer residents to other aGrvices ·
(other specify}

S: Sl1culd the peo?le vho ccne ~ the cli~ic be ashd to pay a £ae if they ~ afford it. and in propcrt:l.on to their ability to ;Jcy, or not askad to do
asked to pa.y a !ae
not s.sked to pay a fae

],16

6.

In vhieh area ohould a eo:maun:i.t:y mental health clinic be placed?
Edison Park
Jefferson Park
Norwood Park
Dunnil::g

O'Hara
Other
No opinion
7.

I would like to psr:icipate in the
followinl! ways:

ecm~uniey ~antal he~lth

;.;.)

to be oo. your mailing Hat

l:)

To serve on a coc:mittee

clinic in the

membership

to find a place for the clinic
publicity
fact finding
fund Jra.i::ing
dru~

abule

mental retardation
other

c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

a.

to be a volunteer at the clinic
to be a volunteer at Chicsgo Read Hos?ital

to be on the cdvisory board
to donate 111oney to the clinie
other

If you are able 0) help ·in one of· the ahove m1ys, ?laase include y::~ur nBme,
address and telephone here -----------------
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LUTIIERAN W(ll ARE SERVICES OF ILLIIlOIS
~840

WESt

UY~ON

CHICAGO ILLINOIS OOG-:1 l'liON( 312·?82·7300

December 1, 1975

Mr. Robert Geigner
Director of Sub-Re~ion 8
Administl·ation Building
4201 North Oak Park Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60634
Dear Hr. Geigner:
This letter is to verify that Lutheran ~elfare Services of Illinois is
interested in the sponsorship of the Edison Parl~ Mental Health Center.
The aeency ~will continue its work with col'lmunity representatives and
with the Sub-Region staff in implementing relocation to the conmunity.
Sponsorship by Lutheran Welfare is subject to assurance of grant-in-aid
funding ~.;hich '<Jill cover the staff personnel costs. The fee income ~•ould
cover administrative and managerial costs such as rent, telephone, billing, co.,munity development ~1ork, etc.
We ~.-ill be expectins ·to--hear from you in response to this letter of
interest.

JPP/dld
cc:

D. Goos
W. Rasmussen

"RECEIV~t

DEc 11975

AN AGtNCY Of 1HELUT1ttAAN r.l!URCI•ES IN IlliNOIS
A NOf.FQR.PRCfiT ORG,\NIZAIION
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STATE OF ILLINOIS
DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES
REGION 2
INTER-oFFICE
SUBREGIC
6500 W. Irving P1
CORRESPONDENCE
Chicago, Illinoil
MEMO

TO:

FROM:

The Edison Park Community Mental Health
Clinic Advisory Board
Robert Geigner

Administrator~ 1
Subregion 8

SUBJECT:

~

~

DATE:

March 8,

1976

Q
·

Sponsorship Program
The Department of Mental Health, Subregion Eight is pleased to
announce that the Board of Directors of Lutheran Welfare Services
of Illinois has accepted the sponsorship of the Edison Park Community Mental Health Clinic. As of April 1, 1976 Department of
Mental Health Grant-In-Aid funds will be available to Lutheran Welfare Services to underwrite the operation of the clinic.
Negotiations for sponsorship of the clinic by Lutheran Welfare
Services have been taking place since July 1975. At the November 19,
1975 Advisory Board Meeting, it was agreed that these negotiations
be continued with sponsorship by Lutheran Welfare Services as the
eventual goal. Mrs. Goos, Director of the North Section of Lutheran
Welfare, is anticipating meeting with the Advisory Board as soon as
possible to discuss the implications of the sponsorship and plans for
its full implementation.

JFS:lc
ec:

Carrie GrahaJiiDorothy Goos-

>'-'
. - ..

.'

Illinois D•·partmcnt of Mental Ho:allt'l
and Ocv~lopmontal fti~bilitics
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INTH.QFFICE CORRESrONDENCE
DATE

M<l reb 24, 1976

MEMO TO:

Mr.· Robert Anderson, Dcpu ty Director
Divi!>ion of Co;nmunity Services

FROM:

H. Desai, M.D.
Regional Administrator

RECG:lVE:D

MAR 291976

Pr<:~kash

,I.[•ORESS:
SUBJECT:

Troa5fer of Function of Edison Park Corm1unity H.H. Clinic

Fac.//286-40

A supplement<ll award of $44,329 is reco11111ended by the Region 2 Office
to Lutheran Welfare Services for the transfer of function of the Edison_
Park Corm1unity Ncntal Healtn Clinic from the Chicago-Read 11ental Health
Center.
The grant is for the 4th qllarter of FY76 to start Apri 1 1, 1976. The
annualized cost of this clinic, including personnel and other support
costs is $175,074. The amount of the HI supplemental award is as
follows:
Unit #
40
40
40

Program #
01 Suo;. Care
21 Sus. Care C
02 Outpatient

Total.

Amount
E;

A

$27,765
9,519
7,045
4:4,329.

Included in this packet are the revised agency plan, revised GR-1,
program descriptions, as well as mutual agreements with other service
providers.
We hope immediate action from.Jour office to complete this transaction.

PND/CD

cc: Bob Gcigner - SR 8
Helen Sunukjian, Ph. D.

axmx:x:xx:x:L<XXXXXm
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LeRoy P. Levitt, M.D. - Director

XXX%
~lay

lS, 1976

4153

SU!l\IGIQN 8

Mr. Ruben Jessop
Executive Director
Lutheran Welfare Services of Illinois
4840 w. Syron
Chicago, Illinois
60641
Dear !fr. JeGaop:
~a are pleased to inform you that a grant-in-aid award of $171,000 has been
rac~ended for Lutheran Welfare Services to operate the Edison Park Community
~ental Health Clin.ic.
Thia recO!Dlllendation was liiAde after S'Mly:ring both the
anticipat~ annuali%ed expenses and the est~ted local income projected for

FY-77.
The amount of the recomr:aended gTant

award~

by progr1111, is aa follovs:

(01) Suatainin3 Care

- $108,113

(21) Sustainins Care C&A - $ 36,240
(02) Outpatient

- $ 26,647

TOTAL

$171,000

Thi.s FY-77 recot:m~ended award 1a to be applied to the personnel costs and fringe
benefits of the forcer DMR staff positions at the Edison Parlr. Mental Baalth
Clinic:. This award i.a· given vith the understanding that Lutheran Welfare
Services vill administc this tranaferred function, ensuring adequate continuation ·of the services provided to -.l:he Edison Park PlamU.ug Area by the fomer
Subretion Eight Outpatient I'rogr1111 as broken out in the above programs.
In ::&king this a-ward, we anticipate that the Clinic vill strive to meet ita
~rant application objectives, particularly those objectives reLating to Community
Outr011cb Gnd aervic:e to the high-riak population. ' We look forward to a cloae
working relationship with Lutheran ~elfare Services and this new community Clinic:.
~o c:o=.end you for your leadership in providing the sponsorship of this vital
C:OBIIIUnity :zumtal health service.

Sirlcerely.

RDG:ar

cc::

Pralcaah N. Desai, K.D.
Dorothy Cooa
Carrie Crahalll

Robert D. Geigner, ACS'Il
Adcinistr3tor - Subresicn 8
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----:----

DATE:

I.D.i - - - - - - - -

,'/

AL!1lS OR

~:--~~~-------------------~~~~----~~~~~~EN~:----------------(last)
(hrst}
(iiliddle)
<::ImREN1'

Ha1E PHCNE:

ADDRESS:

~

PHCNE:-------

-r(s::::tree=::::t:-:-&-=n::-:unt:er=:::r-)--------(r::Cl.T·ty=)---(r:up':7·::"1):-i.a::.Nr11C'l' AT: _ _ _ _ _ __

TlME AX A60VE ADDRESS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

RELIGICN

PAST PSYClfiA'I'RIC HOSl?ITALIZATICN
OR Ol'HER M1\JOR TREA!MENT (Include dates) __;.....;;.....;;._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
SERVICES DESIRED:

RE:FERRED 'IO US BY:
ADDRESS OR DA:l'.E DEX:E7ISED

NAME

PHCl'lE

H'C.JSBAND OR
WIFE
..

FATHER
M:7IHE:R
F1.Mil.Y

PHYSICIAN
IN CASE OF
~

HOOSEHOID CCMroSmCN

(All Other People Livi."tg in Home)

Relation

Relation

Co Net Write

Age

Below This Line

P~I~DIA~IS: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - D~CCXE: -------------------~~~~~~------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Inuke ~la'lr: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Geographic Cede:

D!S?OSITICN CF rll?l?LICM'ION

Accepted F.N.C.C.
- - Aoclicant Withdrew

-

?2£er::ed

- - 'lkJrker:
Date

to~

I.CGGE:D 'IO: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

•

~=

~=

---------------

-------------

of ;...ppol.ntn-en-r.: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

u.
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FAR NORTHWEST COUNSELLING CENTER
INTAKB ~UML'1ARY
Patient's NAme.________________________

Address~--------------------------Ar,c_____Sex_______ ~1aritnl ~tatus_____
1.
3.
5.

~taff

:

Porl;cr______________________

Telcl)hone No·---------------------________~nate of 1st Contact_______

~ace

Statement of probleMs, precioitatin~ fnctors, etc: 2. Current life situation:
Pertinent ~enetic factors; 4. Impressions of Patient and recommendations~
Disposition

:t::.~ ...:..~----

Date______
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LtlTBEMN wUFJ...B.E SEUVCES OF IU.INOIS

Confidential Income Information for Fee
Name___________________________________________

Determinatio~

____________________

~Telephone

R01ne Alidress.________________________________;Rent - - - - Own Rome:_._ __
City

Zip

State

Business Address

Ccmoosition of Fa=ily
Total number of persons._ _ __
No. of dependent children
'No. of working children
No. of other dependents

Phone

Household
Ages _
_
Ages _ _

ltelatiouship._________

GROSS FAMILY INCOME

I.

GROSS SALARIES (i.e., before deductions)

AND/OR NET INCOME FROM OW BUSINESS
•

Family Member
Name

loyer

~=:~fither
~!~both*
lv
w~
,.,.

l.,_,__....,___...._...._...._....._______________...._

2. ___________________________________

3. ________________________________....

A. Sub-total
II.

III.

ADDITIONAL !NCOME !ROM OV!RTL'!E, BONUSES, COMMISSIONS

I

ETC.,_Yearly

Weekly

Yearl""

Weekl"7

FA..'!II.Y INCOM! FROM OTSER SOtntCES

a) Ali:ony and Child support
b) Work=en's Compensation/Un~loyment
c) Interests, Dividends, Rent, Annuities, Insurance
d) Social Security and/or Pension
e) lelatives/Other (speciiy)

C. Sub-total.
:'OTAL OF GROSS !Z.UU.Y ,Uffi/CR. '.. .c.:..'<l.Y INCOM:: (Add A,.B,C)
C!OICE. OF

?A~:

:~

?erson._ ___..~ont!lly 31l!.!.ng,_ _ _oeher_ _ __

:::.:~;r

Is

S!G:TA.-:R!.__________________________
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A fee of $15.00 is charged for the initial visit to our facility.
Subsequent fees which are based on a sl.idinq scale will be dete.tmined

durinq your interview ani the fee is payable at the time of each visit. Your

insurance E=Olicy may help pay for our services. The
s~a:.aa:

o:lst for services is

an I'i::lur and ti'le agency suflsid.izes the portion not pai.d by

you.

Except-

ions to the negotiated fee will need approval of the Director.

Sexvice. may be. te.nninated if fees become past due. If a problem arises
in paying t!ie fee, please discuss t.lti.s with your counsellor.
cancellation of an appointrrent is required at least 24 hours in advance.
· ·Fa±lure. .!:£·~£::!.advance will result in~~ for t.ie missed aooointrrent.

(To be ~leted

during first interview with assigned tr.erapistl

FEZ: ------------------------------------------

cr~: --------------------------------------r~~:

---------------------------------------

~= -------------------j30

1

ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH
DIVISION OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS

NO.

ALIGNMENT INSTRUCTIONS
INSERT FORM, ALIGN. TYPE AN 'X' IN ONE SOX AT ~EFT - TYPE AN 'X' IN ONE SOX AT RIGHT.
IF 'X'S' DO NOT FAL~ WITHIN BOXES. RE-AUGN FORM AND REPEAT.

Dare·· wnctt waa

....a

pr...,._ .....,..,., in

10 eotrect "C»c C:.." andlcw "Clint 10'' and/or ·eo.nng
(See procecue IIWII* lew con.:aon ..-ucCiaNJ

etrOt.

t-

60§,..... . . . . . ....-y,............
........

~~

"!0.

eowr.~

ao

su.a~~"'tlt---.....w-

:~~=~:::.::...·.

~~

94's.....,_...,....
:J)

¥1-

a _ . . c . . ....

11-1-1:~

NOTE: COI11llletety shaded fields are optional

CASE OPENING FORM

TlWI sectkln ot the farm • ONL¥ to t:1e

i?MHl006

Rev.

U OU..t..-cdYJ--·-·--··-------------

§

PRIOR P!YCHlATRIC :ARS •C"-':* ..

~
1
:t
4
I

types~

~•JWW,-.,cn.v;c c-

Prtcw cu. ~ ~ O:Ufte
Pnor- ~:are · ,.... nouttat

y
0

~c::.-·,...•-sanolM"'a

Pnor e..· ~ ~'* ~CIIIaWW-

- - - - - s..._ "M CNft

ELITE

PICA

[I] [[]]
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FAR NORTHWEST COUNSELLING CENTER
6v75 NORTHWEST HIGHWAY CHICAGO ILLINOIS o06JI PHONE 312-77J-7555

AUTHORIZATION FOR RELEASE OF INFO~lATION FROM
FAR NORTHWEST COUNSELLING CENTER

Date.__~~--~--~-----
Responsible Guardian or

!,,_________________________________________:Patient

hereby give my consent to the Far Northwest Counselling Center to
release information regarding -----------------------------------

To:
Address: -----------------------------------------------------

Name:
Address:______________________________
Phone:
Chicago, Illinois

l-litness:

FAR NORr'SWES'r COCNSZI.LING
C:.OSING ~

NAME OF PATIZNT______________________________

~

COO.ROINAT~R:

129

_________________

DATE ASSIGN4C: _____________________________OA.TE ctOSZD__________________

~ OF ~~V!Z".iS ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH & DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES
DIVISION OF INFORMATION SERVICES

DMHJ..007

NO

Rev

8/74

f- CLOSING FORM
PICA

ELITE

.
ALIGNMENT INSTRUCTIONS
INSERT FORM. ALIGN. TYPE AN 'X' IN ONE BOX AT LEFT -TYPE AN 'X' IN 0:-.IE SOX AT RIGHT.
IF 'X'S' DO NOT FALL WITHIN BOXES, RE-ALIGN FORM AND REPEAT.

ITO llil

ELITE

PICA

em ITO

,---F-A_C_I_L-IT-Y----------------~---------C~L~IE~N~T~I.~D~.~N~O~.--------~--~C~A~S~E~C~L-O~S~I-r-JG~'~D-~~~~TK~,·~~~~TI~ON~C~8~u:.-.E~'---D-I_A_G_N_O_S_I_S__~

OR CLINIC

UNIT CODE

CLIENT -

NUMBER

INITIAL

FIRST NAME

DISPOSITION OF CASE FOR AFTERC.'RE cli~KAGE CLIENTS ONLY

CLiNIC TERMINATED

C'._.NIC

',NIT '"I

''OT 'OTrED·

AEFEA::l!AL

':LINIC
'JOT1FIE0

AT CLOSING

LAST NAME

DISPOSITION OF CASE
C!...tENT WtTHDASW

<:LCS;N-:;1 CHAI•CE,

CI..1ENT
REFUSED
SERVICE

WIT'"iOUT
~EFE;;I:RAL

l

I

CLIENT

: CLtENT '...10VEO

i

CLIENT \110\n:O

!

ace ~ci"g,,:"r~6 I~~~~ s~~~~~e )A~;~n"N5~-r"'~~~~o.i
0

I

CLIENT READMITTED 1

TO CM~;oo F~c.

OT~ER

I I

I

THIS SECTION OF THE FORM IS ONLY TO BE USED TO CORRECT
"CLOSING DATE" WHICH WAS PREVIOUSLY SUBMITTED IN ERROR.
ISEE PROCEDURE MANUAL FOR CORRECTION INSTRUCTIONS:J.

I
:I
I

DATE OF LAST INTERVIEW

~onth

Day

I

CASE CLOSING DATE
"'0.
DAY
YEAR ,

Yon

~

3

n
d
~

DlSPOSITtON OR REFERRAL RECOMMENDATION lebec&
Pauem ~Vtthdr~tw from ehnu:: '"''vice
01
Cliruc r\OUfied • moved. d1ed.
111
0:2
Ciin1c notlfi" • other reuoa
OJ
Clinic not noufieci

8

Chn.c. tenrunated · wtthout referraa
lO
Fwt~Mr care not U141cated at ttua t1a.
11 ~ ."-ddlllor!M clime service needed but noc a•adabW a thitl tti!M
ll
Communuy retoure'H
tl\an this cliNe need..a buc not aw.UaDie no""'
Communoty ce-.oll.l'ce' other than this .:tilllc: mtec:IH and

Diacnostlc only • complete
Dia1nosuc only • •ncomolet•

Q

U

R

DIAG:-.IOSTIC SERVICES 1mor• than one maJ be cbeckedl
0 ~~
~pphcaola
I
:'lleuro~pc!U
I i'"l Psvch'latnc
l :.:.< BlectroenupM~IfWnl
LJ Medicai, lab tescs. etc..
2
Ps~choiol(lcal
~ LJ Psychtatnc .t.OCtal work
_Sum ofcodea.
-._
~utn of code•

:-.lot

Q

'*

TREAT~ENT

SERVICES' moT'III
:"<oc aopncable
\ F'i lntenstve psycnotheraoY
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